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Murder suspect gave 'fair warning'
Carter charged in slaying
of mate; Shipp wounded
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Bond lectures to potential voters...
John Lewis and Julian Bond (right) speak to a
group of black citizens during their recent
visit to Lousiang on a voter education drive.
Their efforts were in an attempt to encourage

the registration of nearly 200,000 unregistered
blacks in the state of Louisiana. (Photo by E.
Allen)

Boy drowns in drain
The recent "monsoon" rains that
have drenched the Memphis area over
the past three weeks have done much
more than water crops. Three boys aged
10, 14 and 15 have lost their lives as a
result of drowning.
Willie Pritchard, 10, of 1222 Breedlove died last Thursday when he and a
few friends decided to go swimming in
a sandlot at the dead end of McNeil at
the North end of Chelsea.
Willie, who lived with his mother.
reportedly went wading into the water
until it was over his head. His friends
said they went to look for a long stick
to get him oqt with, but when they returned he had drowned.
Ophia W. Daniels, 14, of 4759 Tulane,

was found last Friday after a two-hour
search by the fire department and volunteers who combed the drainage areas
around Whitehaven.
On August 6, the day Ophia drowned,
the Memphis airport had recorded 2.56
inches for the 24-ho U r period. About
3:30 that afternoon, a thunderstorm had
drenched the city with over an inch in
one lipur.
The water in the drainage pits had
risen to a depth of about 8 feet at the
time Daniels fell in.
The drowning was the second to occur in the Cyprus Creek area. Anthony
Tyrone Jackson, 5, also fell victim to
the ditch when surrounds Tulane Park.
in DeceMber 1969.
Ophia's mother said the' accident reportedly happened when he and some
other boys were playing near the threefoot high fence around the pit, and the
youngster dropped his comb which fell
on the slanting hank near the waters
edge. Ophia then reportedly climbed the
fence to retrieve it, and fell in.
Ophia was seen still struggling in the
rapidly moving water after he had been
carried about 100 yards from where he
fell in by Mrs. Edwin Beach and her
son.
Mrs. Beach said she went into the
house to call the fire department while
her son tied a plastic milk carton to a
clothesline and threw it to the boy. "He

clutched at it," she said, but "couldn't
hold on".
Ophia, an only child, was a 9th
grader at Valley Road School and a
member of Middle Baptist Church.
His mother added, "he was just
learning how to swim at school."
Funeral arrangements were being
handled by the J. 0. Patterson Funeral
Home.
Services for Willie Pritchard, a 5th
grader at Chicago Elementary school,
were held Monday night at Keel Avenue Baptist Church.
Last Saturday, James A. Se'eley, 15
was the third male victim in two weeks
to drown.
James. of 950 East LeMoyne had
been cutting grass with his father earlier
in the day. His body was found Monday
afternoon in an unused swimming pool
at 4172 Oaksledge. He had been listed
as missing since Saturday.
Earlier in the week, Mrs. Leeora
Smith, 27, of 889 Woodland drowned when
she apparently had slipped and fell into
a bathtub full of clothes soaking at her
According to the family, Mrs. Smith
had a history of dizzy spells. No one
else was present in the bathroom at the
time of the accident, although several
members of the family were present in
the, house at the time, but no one reportedly heard her fall.

Lee invited by Nixon
George W. Lee. prominent Memphis
tion for the Elks said of this position
businessman and well-known black Rethat, "i have about 115 students on my
publican leader, received an invitiVon
scholarship roles, with a total commitlast week to attend a White House briefment of about $85,000.
ing on American Minority groups. The
"I am honored to make this trip to
meeting, to convene on August 16, will
'Washington, and I welcome the chance
be conducted by President Nixon and
to go, because it is in the interest of
several administration officers.
minority people that the visit is neces"My main reason for going," said
Lee, "is that I feel somehow I may be sary."
able to give the President a new slant
on the justifiable progress of minority
groups.

WILLIE, PRITCHARD
.-

"The meeting should be composed
of members of several different states,
and therefore, the main topic won't be
only Memphis, it will concern beneficial
Minority programs as a whole."
Mr. Lee, senior vice president of Atlanta Life Insurance Co., and vice president of the Tri-State Bank, is also the
author of three books. One of which,
"Beale Street — Whtre the Blues Be-.
gao," was a bes f.,seller for several
months.
A delegate to three national Republican conventions,.Geoege Lee, was also
a guest of the White House on three occasions, all during the tenure of President Eisenhower
One of the 'visits said Lee, "was
when •President Eisenhower entertained
the president of Ghana."
Lee, Grand Commander of Educa-

OPHIA DANIELS
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Robert Carter, 34, of West Memphis.
was held over Monday on $1,000 bond
for the murder of Edna Carter, 24. of
1394 Michigan. Mrs. Carter who died
of pistol wounds was allegedly shot in
the hack of the neck and lower spine.
Nathaniel Shipp, a visitor of Mrs.
Carter on the night of the shooting, was
ars° wounded.
The couple had been separated since
De ce m bet 1970.
Doyle Norwood, brother of the deceased, said. "he had threatened to kill
her on several occasions, and back in
December, when they parted, made her
show him where she lived at gunpoint.
"On that particular night, he returned with the gun. but she called t h e
police. When they arrived, he had laid
the gun on a nightstand and denied it
was his. My sister (Edna> told the
police she was afraid and had no protection, so they let her keep the gun."
"About two weeks ago," added Norwood, "he broke into the house again.
as he had done many times before, and
stole the gun. Edna had told me on
many occasions that he came snooping
around the house, peeping in the windows and a few times just walked right
in whenever he felt like it."
Shipp said of the night of the murder:
"Edna and I were sitting in the living room that afternoon and when we
looked up there he was just standing
there in the doorway. He had let himself in. When she returned, she said he
wanted me to leave, and that she would
rather that I. did. So I went next door.
"A little while later I heard h e r
screaming, and a neighbor called the police, They really took their time about
getting there, it was about 45 minutes
later. After they made him leave, she
said he had been choking her and said

he was going to kill her, because he
couldn't have her, no one else would,
"About eight that same night, a
group of us neighbors itere sitting on
the porch. One by one the group faded
til there was ar,other girl and Edna sitting alone when I left to get something
to eat. When I returned, there was no
one on the porch.
"I thought f heard a noise on the
side of the house in the driveway, but
then Edna came to the door so I forgot
about it,

ed out the !runt door and there he was
with a gun in his hand.
"He went around to the back of the
house and they ran back up Iron>. Knowing how weak the lock on the back door
was. I tried to get the front door open
in time. When I did finally get it opened.
they had run hack to the rear of the
house, and he had come back up front.
That war: when I got shot.
"It wasn't bad so I made it to a
neighbor's house a few doors away to
call an ambulance. As I started to leave,
I saw Sharon heading out the hack
door. so 1 thought Edna was with her...
But she wasn't.

"Around midnight, Edna, another
girl and I were sitting around watching
TV when suddenly Sharon and Edna.
Jumped up and started running. I had
no idea of what was going on. so I look -

"A little while later. 1 faintly re.
membered hearing shots fired, thee the
ambulance came.
"I asked SI,aron him a a-, Edna; and
she said she didn't know. . . That she
was halfway to the neighbor's house
when she realized that Edna wasn't behind her any longer.
Norwood added, -just today Monday
I found rcasoq, to believe that he was
illegally married to my sister." Doyle
then produced marriage papers on the
accused Robert Carter, showing a previous marriage in 1961 performed in
Marion, Arkansas.
"I checked to see if there was any
divorce, but' there seems to be no record
of it a.nywhere." added Norwood. -Edna
said some time ago, right after their
marriage in 1964. that he had hinted at
being married beiore, and she wondered if he had bothered to get a ir‘or •e.

EDNA CARTER

?When she hired a lawyer
Nlionphi:., he told livr she hail
here for at least a year before
tion could be taken. lie kept the
never produced anything."

here iti
to live
the acfee, hut

Candidates await public
The deadline is past, and the die is
cast. All that remains now is dropping
of the ballots by the people who reside
in the respective districts in 'which 101
candidates are preparing platforms seeking election from mayor down to seats
on the school board.

about 60 per 'cent black, and one is better than 80 per cent black. Odds like
these predict a change in the "heretofore" school board proceedings.
All of the candidates seeking election in the current race have us standing
credentials.

(It would he grossly unfair, to examine the platform of any one of these
prospective public officials without giving equal time to the rest, therefore ill-is
time to turn to another equally imobrtent thought. See page Ii for a related
.article in the upcoming elections.)

Among the candidates,who announced their intentions before the August 7.
deadline and knew they had qualified
for the October "wars," were C. B.
Meyers, school board dist. No. 7; J08ephine Terrell, school board dial, No. 6:
Tarlease Mathews, school board district
No. 4 and William Pollard seeking an
at-large berth on the school board.
New additions to the City Council list
were: Carey Walker, Jr., in the sixth
and Mrs. C. B. Smith, after an at-large
position, in the same district.
.
Mrs. Maxine Smith, a candidate for
the school board in the fourth district,
said in a recent interview, "most definitely there will be at least one black on
the school board after this election."
Presently, there are no blacks on the
board itself, while both of the boards'
advisors are black, and have no power
except to recommend, not to implement
any changes.
All totaled, 21 blacks are seeking
positions on either the school board or
city council, among the 86 candidates.
Instead of five school board candidates chosen from at-large positions. as
in the past, there will be nine members
with only two coming via the at-large
route.
"There is a good chance that as
many as three blacks will make the
board according to geographical lists,"
added Mrs. Smith, wheis also executive
secretary for the Memphis branch
NAACP.
On a racial basis, two districts are

Baby Contest
The Tri-State Defender's 2d Annual
Baby Contest is all set to begin Sept.
4. All babies in the 'Memphis and
Mid-South area will be accepted for
entry. Over $1,000 in prizes will be
up for grabs to the TP TEN bataies.
A clear black and white snapshot of
the entrant up to two years of age,
along with the Baby Contest Nomination Form found elsewhere In
this issue, should be mailed to the
Tri-State Defender, P. 0. Box 2665,
Memphis, Tenn.
GEORGE W. LEE

•

Profitable benefit...
Al Toler of St. Jude Childrens Hospital is seen receiving a
check
from the proceeds of a benefit baseball game held recently
totalling
$1,000 from Charles Washburn, chairman of the promotion, Mmhers of the Vanguard Club who helped in the beneht are:
Willie
Clark, Bennie Harmon, Sam Brown, Elmer Henderson and
B. T.
McChriston.
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NAACP opens drive
THE N.A.A.C.P. REPORT will appear mon'hly in this
newspaper as a means of keeping the community informed and
up to date on its never ceasing activities in the constant
battle against racial discrimination.
The Memphis NAACP has has continuously fought to further the progress of black people by uniting all elements of the
community behind efforts to achieve our common goals. This
summer, for example the local branch played a very active
and important role in defeating the refrendum for consolidation of the city and county governments.
The executive .s ecret ary and other members of the
branch participated in forum discussions, appeared on radio
and television and distributed informative literature- within
the black community about the disadvantages and faults of
such a consolidation. As a result of their efforts and position,
or, of the blacks who went to the polls voted against the
charter
A large contingent of members from the local NAACP.
which included ten adult; and four youth council members,
attended the recent NAACP national convention held in Minneapelis. Minnesota. July 4th-9th. The members participated in workshops and business sessions and voiced their views
on matters of particular concern to the local chapter. such as
labor and industry discrimination, school desegregation, increased role of the youth in the orgiuuzation -s, activities and
improvement of housing conditions for blacks.
The convention was a very fruitful one, where inany new
ideas were presented and adopted. The Memphis branch, which
in the past has been cited as the most active in the country.
was the recipient of three awards: the Thalheimer Award for
the most outstanding programing in the country: Life Mernbership., Award and the Freedom Fund Award, Mr. Leroy
Clarke, the local hranch president, was elected to serve on
the resolutions committee of the national organization.
The Las Vegas Holiday trip (July Ilth-15th) sponsored by
the local NAACP in an effort to raise funds for the branch
was a smashing success. More than seventy-five persceis
from Memphis and surrounding areas were 'aboard the big
Braniff Airlines chartered jet as it winged its way from Memphis to Las Vegas and returned.
Miss Velma Lois Jones is to be congratulated on the tine
job she did in coordinating all the plans for the trip. Since all
those who went on the trip enjoyed it so much, plans are
now being made for next year and we are looking for an even
greater turn-out.
The NAACP educational committee is in the process of
preparing a report of the educational hearing held in May at
LeMoyne-Owen college, based on the findings and recommendations of the panel members who sat in on the hearing This
report will be distributed through-out the community in hopes
of getting everyone interested in bringing about a solution to
our problems in the schools.
The NAACP is working feverishly in trying to get eighteen to twenty-one year olds registered to. vote. We urge you
to help us and yourselves by registering.
Support NAACP — take out a membership.
The highlight of the Spring Membership Campaign wes
held May 29th at Universal Insurance Company with Mr. Sammy Davis. Jr. as our honored guest. Mr. Davis. the NAACP's
National Life Membership chairman, took out a life membership for his wife ipaid-inefulli with the Memphis branch. Six
hundred new membership's were reported that day.
Members reporting more than ten tnembership's were

STIM adds
2 scholarships
Members if the Alinia.
!strati% e Counc.1, governing
body at State Technical Institute at Memphis, have
established two m erit
scholarships of 1200 each.
One will be awarded to a
freshman and the other will
go to a senior in the twoyear program.
In announcing the schMarship. Charles 0.. Whiteha)d.
d're tor of the Institute. sail,
"I am highly. pleased that
our leaders have taken 't on
themselves to tirovtle
incentivids.
student
The,
are not only beneficial to the
recipients. but such effete.;
manifest !he Council's regard for the high qa.,:•tv
the college-level rain ng offered by State Tech."
Apolicapts for the ,eniw
award ivtll be accepted from
the student body. The fre,hman scholarship is open to
any high school .student who
resides in West Tenne ,ec.

/Lew DAISY

the Black owner of an
educational consultant firm
announced that he has organized a 'Ralph Nader-type'
research program that will
be concerned mostly with
problems related to the
Black community.
N. H. Jackson. president
of N. H. Jackson Associates
of Freeport, New York, said
that his staff of young bright
white and black researchers
and investigators are already
actively engaged in their
first major project.
"We feel that now is the
time to take a hard look at
the 26 more black banking
institutions m this country.
We shall endeavor to be disenthralled obse rvers of
these black institutions and
their relationship to the
people they are expected to
serve. Our special attention
will be focused on the loansav'ng ratio of several blaek
banks in the South and
East. We have already received data that tends to
suggest that deposits made
by the poor Black grass-roots
working eassis readily made
available to the 'Black Bourgeoisie' 'for promotions of

projt•cts and business ventures far removed from the
black community; many in such affluent upper middleclass white communities as
Westchester County and midtown Manhattan." Jackson
said.
Mr. Jackson said that his
"Black Consumer Research"
(BCR). an adjunct of his
consultant service, will devote much of its attention to
advocating accountability from such -untouchables"
as major black leaders and
their organizations, as well
as the black press.
"We shall take an in•depth
look at the power elite in thel
black community in area,
such as business, government
services, health care, and
e'ducation. We are particularly concerned with the problem of communication between the white decision
maker and the grass-root
black poor. In many American communities, the major
white decision makers in
government, business and
education, have relied too
heav:ly on pseudo-black activists, self-appointed black
civil rights leaders, and

DRIVE MADISON'S WAY
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,
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1970 CADILLAC-
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win- 1
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problems of rendering services to the black community.
In the field of education as
well as in government, this
black appointee is sometimes
given the titles of 'Black
Dean', 'Assistant to the President' or assistant to other
high level white personnel.
"Most of these black appointees are fully aware of
the source of their posit ons
and power and they therefore display an unswerving
fidelity to the white decision
maker, even to defiance of

He'll never need Wonder Bread
more than right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"— ages 1 through
12—when a child reaches 90`,:9 of adult
height. Help your child by serving Wonder
Enriched Bread Each slice supplies vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and protein.
Delicious Wonder Bread!
41111

41

helps buildstrony hotheal2ways.,4

Helps build
strong bodies
12 ways()
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1968 BUICK

the hopes and expirations of
the powerless, black poor.
To expose this problem to
public view and to try and
bring
a b o ut
meaningful
change will be our quest.
The Black community will
never be able to implement
programs to fulfill its manifest destiny as long as the
decision making power in
the black community rests
in the hands of a black
'power elitet that tends to
exemplify a sense of re'i
sponsibility only to their
white benefactors".

That's how big I want to be!"

Electr• 225. Finished in gold ern wNtie podded top
and
matching Inferior. Egu)pment Include. poorer
brakes,
power steering, dilftennatIC tranittnInlione electrIC clock,
sewed alert system, remote control shirt..., premium
white
allowed tire,
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M. Mallette (biological science), Mrs.. Gloria
Lewis (psychology) and Miss Lois McDou•
gald thlstory),

If the card is hot returned, Onstot pointed out, the
veteran cannot be paid for
his final month of training,
or automatically enrolled if
he plans to re-enter school
for the fall semester.
Veterans training below
college level, however, must
mall ,their "cert" cards to
VA every month to continue receiving their checks,
_

MOVING?
For Complete
'Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

"Big enough to bowl like my daddy.
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Power seat, pow.'
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mceltic steering. AM-FM stereo) radio, and a at of
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1970 CADILLAC

white appointed black spokesmen for informational input
regarding the modes and
moods of the black community. This practice has often
turned out to be the 'Achilles
heel' of many programs with
great potentials," Jackson
said.
Mr. Jackson concluded:
"Many white decision
makers in government, business. and education have in-,
stituted a practice of handpicking and appointing a key
black person to the position
of 'in-house' authority on the

'toroneclo, 1-,n,sned in striking green with preen inter,or.
Eptripnlent inrlydeil power windows. power seet, power
SteriNi Maw 'brakes, tin and telOSCOPIC steering wheel,
factory air conditioning, electric Clock, dnernirtic crime
control, 'tonna S Pert stereo love fleck. electric clock,
AtA.FM redo,

YOU BLED MY MOMMA
YOU BLED MY POPPA
BUT YOU WONT BLEED ME

Edward P. Onstot. Director of tbe VA regional office in Nashville, explained
that "rert' cards of vete.rans preparing for careers at
institutions of 'higher learning must be tilled out and
returned to VA during the
last full month of every enrollment period.

Start black consumer, plan

'•

HELD OVER
3RD BIG WEEK

As,the sunoner session lr
'colleges theOugh out tilt
county draw to a close, the
Veterans Administration reminded veterans studying
under the GI Bill not to forget to return their certification of attendance cards.

It pays to teach well...

Th• standard of the world in
previously owned cars, tool

BE
18 Yrs. and Over

given albums furnished by Stax Records, who also provided
the entertainment, and a personally autographed . picture of
Mr. Davis.
We are deeply grateful to Stax and Universal Life !saw-,
ance, who hosted the affair. The climax of the spring membership,drive was held at the Middle Baptist Church with
Judge Otis Higgs as guest speaker.
Awards and certificates were presented to members who
have worked hard through-out the year for membership. Recognition was also given to our tewnty-five new life membership holders. Mrs. Johnnie R. Turner and Mr. Joseph K. Carr,
chairman of the membership committee, have worked very
diligentlY in making our Membership campaign drive successful.
Our goal of ten thousand new memberships for the year
is still far from being reached, so we urge you to support us,
by joining.
The regular monthly meeting of the NAACP is held !he
Nanied for teaching awards by the Tennes
last Sunday of each month at 4 p. m. in the Mt. Olive CalE
see State student body for $1,000 award.
church at Linden and Lauderdale,
granted by Standard Oil Co., were Dr. John

y

est of the Tennessee R iv er.,
and who has at least a "B";
a: rage in If gh school.Applicants must have applied
mr admission el SUM and'
must have met the adrnbeon
requirements to tie amsidsred for the freshman schoheshin. Freshmen who appl'
must plan to attend the
cettilng Fall Quarter. R..
:ireents of tether award te:.
rvi• have lose re!a lives on
STIM payroll.
Dead!'ne for a pplicati
for the' freshman award •
Sept. 6. 1971 and the recite.will be notified before Si''.
27. Beth awards are am',
cable for payment of ma ntenan -e
for three consecutive quarters as $55 per
quarter plus cash grants of
S35 each at the outset.
Complete information and
application froms are ava•'
able from Thurman Jacksol.
head o f t he Institute s
Learning Resource Center.

VA facts
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Southern governors discuss racial h armony
Six southern governors, their words often echoing the rhesaid progress had been more visible than real, even though
toric of civil rights leaders, celled or a new era of racial
gains had outweighed losses. "The lack of economic progress
harmony and prosperity in sigfied articles appearing in the
continues to be the great problem of Southern blacks," wrote
current (August) issue of Ebony magazine.
Dr. Norman C. Francis, president of Xavier University of New
Most of the governors told of their 'appointments of Blacks
Orleans. "This Is both ironic and tragic in a region so abunto high Slate posts and indicated that the segregation which dant in natural and human
resources."
existed in the South only a decade ago is a dead-letter today.
Another leader, Emory 0. Jackson, managing editor of the
A seventh governor, Alabama's George Wallace, wrote only
Birmingham World, said "Many racial barriers are down but
that "there is a lot of genuine good feeling between blacks
and whites down here." His statement differed from the • that has not improved the lot of the black masses." Jackson
explained, "Blacks have made the most progress politically
others submitted both by the absence of any examples of
and the least in business and economics. The South is not deblacks named to high Posts and the lack of any appeal for
veloping black economic leadership fast enough and big
racial brotherhood.
Whereas Wallace wrote "I feel that the South has fewer enough to grasp the opportunities created by the ballot."
Jesse B. Slayton, of Atlanta, Ga., the first black CPA and
problems in regard to race than does the rest of the nation,"
president of the Federal Savings and Loan Assn. there, said
Gov. John J. Me,leeithen of Louisiana said he had integrated
that, despite gains, black capitalism in Dixie is hardly more
his state in the mist seven years and "we are proud of it, not
just because it is The law but because it is the American way." than "A dot on a dollar bill." However, Ebony Washington
Editor Simeon Booker wrote, "Dixie blacks have fashioned a
In a related article, though, southern black spokesmen said
minor greenback revolution. In the past two years, two large
their region had a long way to go toward racial equality and
black firms have constructed towering buildings in the heart of
opportunity. Their statements about the needs of blacks were
far stronger than those of the governors. One area of comDixie cities where a majority of the major black insurance
mon consent was that some progress had been made but
as companies (30 of 37), black savings and loan associations (23
Gov. McKeithen said — the job is "far from over."
of .40), and banks (14 of 201, operate with total assets exceedMcKeithen, who said "a great majority of our citizens ing a half billion dollars.
feel the same way I do" (about racial progress) was joined
Dr. Ralph D. Abernathy, who shared the opinion that "the
by Gov. John C. West of South Carolina, who said his "pro- least progress probably has been in the area of economics"
gressive stand" was shared by "the great majority of even
predicted "continued dramatic political gains, such as control
the conservative white people" in his State. Such expressions by blacks of local governments and the election of blacks to
of popular support suggest a Major shift in the attitudes of
Congress and even governorship."
southern whites.
Dr. Ralph D. Abernathy, who shared the opinion that "the
Gov. West wrote, "arguing about race, making it a politi- least progress probably has been in the area of economics"
cal issue really is a waste of time and energy and you have predicted "continued dramatic political gains, such as control
little progress as a result." Most of the criticism of his stand, by blacks of local governments and the election of blacks to
he said, came from outside South Carolina. His statement, ap- Congress and even governorship."
Pearirtgin a special issue on "The South Today," was typical
The president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conferof remarks by Governors Linwood Holton, Va.; Robert W. ence went on to sey that he still considered integration advoScott, N.C.; Preston Smith, Tex.; and Reubin Askew, Fla.
cated by the late Dr, Martin Luther King Jr. as "a workable
Virginia's Holton, who poingpd out that his first executive solution to black problems in the South." But he wrote,that
order banned discrimination in State employment, declared, gains in economics, housing, education and health care would
"we will show that the American dilemma can at long last "come more slowly — and only through determined organizbe resolved. And we will make a new South beyond anything
ing'; (than political gains would come.)
ever dreamed of in the imagination of Henry Grady."
(Prior to the enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
Gov. West said that "anuing about race, making it a
there were only 72 black elected officials in the 11 States of
political issue really is a waste of time and energy and you the old Confederacy. Today, according to the Joint Center for
have little progress as a result." He said most of the criticism
Political Studies, there are 711 blacks holding elective offices
he has received f.rom this stand has been "from people in oth- in' those States. But only 40 of some L805 State legislators in
er states" and claimed that most South Carolina white eon. the South are black.)
servatives "have applauded me."
These and other changes, however, are helping prompt
Three southern governors, invited by The Editors of Ebo- some black families to return to the South from the North.
ny to submit articles but who failed to respond, were John Bell The magazipe cited examples of three Northern black families
Williams of Mississippi; Winfield- Dunn of Tennessee and Jimwhich had done so. Typical -of these is the family of Mississipmy Carter of Georgia.
pi-born Earnest Smith, who moved to Chicago in 1942 at age
In an editorial comment titled "Looking Upward," the 28. In an interview, he said he had moved back to Vicksburg,
magazine said, "the black man in the South is just reaching
Miss., because he was frightened by Chicago's crime, teen
the status the black man in the North reached some 2' years
gangs. rising taxes, and rioting. "I don't make as much in the
ago just after the end of World War II." Noting that southern South," Smith said, "but I'm happier with what I have."
blacks had won many victories since -the Supreme Court struck
If it were up to Julian Bond, outspoken black member of
down school desegregation in 1954, the editorial pointed out the Georgia legislature, there would he many more families
that southern blacks "earn their living pretty much as they
returning from the North. Bond said that "anyone who argues
did before the start of the (civil rights) Movement" and added that the South is a 'better' place for black people to live and
"It is time no that they do better."
work" was saying that "if you must live in hell, try to locate
•
If the southern governors who responded claimed signifi- a spot at the devil's right hand, the better to watch him and
cant gains, southern black leaders — in a parallel article — know his thoughts."

Bond went on to say, though, that despite the outmigranon of three million southern delacks between 1940 and 1960,
"the South holds greater promise than any other region." Calling for an exodus of northern and western blacks hack to the
South, Bond declared:

"Black people, come home! We need you. We may make it
on our own but your roots, like ours, are here. Put them down
again. The black soil here — both actually and spiritually — is
rich. Our future is growing, but it needs a cultivation you can
help provide."
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Woolco's Got The Latest Fashions
For All Student Bodies!... Big Savings Too!

Ladies'Lacy Knit

SWEATERS
97
Fall News!... Acrylic!.
EXCITING NEW LACY LOOKS in a delicate flame-like pattern aglow with multi-color tones with brown or navy as the
predominant colors. Long sleeved slip-on style, round neck,
back zipper closing; small. Medium or Large sizes. A great
look and an outstanding value at Woolco's low price.

Vietnam vets meet

"Vietnam For the Vieteathe War.
of Missouri.
nam. After being wounded
mese" is the subject on
Prior to entering the servHolder of 13 medals includin combat, he was transferwhich Walker Montgomery
ice, Walker attended the
ing Bronze Stars for valor
red to the' Army's informaorganizer for ,the Vietnam
Memphis University S:hool,
and the Purple Heart, Fitztion section. He served as the
Veterans Against the War,
Webb School at Bell Buckle,
patrick Was a rifleman in
official photographer for the
and Richard G. Fitzpatrick,
Tenn., Knox College in Galesthe Army 25th infantry diWhite Ifouse during the 1970
coordinator of the speakers'
burg, Ill,, and the Univer,ity
vision at Cu Chi, South Vietinvasion of Cambodia
program of the Memphis --chapter of the VVAW, will
speak to the Unitarian , Universalist Fellowship Sunday
at 10:45 apm. in the Hollis
Price Library at LeMoyne
Owen college. The p,ublic is
NOW
invited.
A native of Memphis, Wal11:00 a.m.&
ker served three years with
take Children's Theatre into
1;30 p.m. Memphis Parks for two plays a day,at each park
the United States Army .zevisited. For schedule,
call 321-1567.
curity Agency in the electronic surveilance section.
After 18 months in Vietnam
8:00 p.m.
in Nha Trang and Saigon
Every Monday 'night the
he was honorably discharged
12:00
p.m. WLOK Jocks and the We The People Organization presents a Dance at
last June. Walker, now a
Curries Manhattan Club, 1331 Thomas Street. All proceeds are used
studepa at Memphis State
for the Dr. Martin L. King Community Center and for the establishUniversity, assisted in the
ment of a Community Clinic and free ambulance services. Adm.50c.
recent organization of the
Memphis Chapter of the
Vietnam Veterans Against

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
RED BALLOON PLAYERS

LET'S GET IT TOGETHER

Alliance for
home rule
in capital
The National Alliance of
Postal and Federal Employees representing some 45,000
postal and federal employees has instructed its 141
• locals throughout the nation to make immediate contact with their senators
and 10 c al congressmen,
urging them to support
home ruie for the District of
Columbia.
It is the belief of Robeet
L. White, Alliance Nationkl
President that home rule
is neeled to give first class
citizetne:ase, to the residents
of the district.

August 2-30 SMALL BUSINESS PROBLEMS Seminar sponsored by
7:00 p.m. - National Business League, Memphis Chapter, will be held at LeMoyne
Owen Brown Lee Hall, Contact Memphis Chapter, National Business
9:00 p.m. -LeOague — 525-8203.
August 11
7
:30 p.m.

August 12
9:30 p.m.

August 14

8:00 a.m.

August 16
1:00 p.m.

emu
gee
nermeimm.
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VkTkR6t11.
ADMINISTRATION
$ 9,950
4421 Beacon Hill
.5 room, I bath. W/S $100
Down
35 East Biscayne Rd. $14,175
6 rooms, I bath, FR $175
Down
$10.250
2630 Dakar
5 rooms, I bath, FR $250
Down
$ 6,450
1485 Gabay
No Down
FR
bath,
'4 rooms, I
Reprint('
.113,950
1 798 Kendale
$250
bathe
S
1
2
II rooms, 3/
Down
Stucco
$ 6.800
1157E. Ryder 11.
AU Cash
FR
bath.
POOME, I
Va to Make No Repairs or
Utility Ole&
.NO—DISCR1M1NATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
1
2% Loans Available
Long term, 7/
winionegazilirezrieumwre

Woolco's Own Stroller Brand!

•

MACHINE WASHABLE COTTON TWILL pants with the
new wider leg, contoured waist, zipper fly front and 2 button
-flap pockets, top stitched in White, Berry, Brown, Red, Green
and Navy in sizes 8 to 18. A top fashion look at Woolco's
special low price.

THE INDIAN HILLS YOUTH CLUB has called a meeting for Wednesday night at 549 Deerskin.

"NO QUESTION
ABOUT IT"

"STRANGERS
IN THEIR OWN LAND --The Blacks,"
is a documentary filmed in Detroit to provide a

representative sample
of black creative efforts taking place throughout-the nation. ABC T.VChannel 13.

LIVE WIRE INTERNATIONALE, INC• presents, at Club
Paradise,

Shopping is easy as can be with a
convenient WOOLCO CHARGE
ACCOUNT, just clip the application below.

"Thang" - a breakfast plus entertainment. Free breakfast
will be served to children in community between 8:00 a.m.and 9:30
a.m. Donation $1.50.

EDUCATION
CLASSES for expectant parents on the care of
their newborn will be held at Memphis Chapter of American

........
along this
whin you fill out & bring
Easy Shopping layouts

Red

Cross. For information call 272-9631.

WOOLCO CREDIT
August 24

August 28

LeMOYNE-OWEN

Freshmen and Faculty Picnic — for information call LeMoyne- Owen College:

"RIGHT ON

Politkal Workshop will be held at LeMoyneOwen Student Union Building. For, details; call'MinnervaJohnican at
I.C.V.E. Office.

.54fr at E4
ietne *do nve 414440 ArNituu, 9,t4ate4

APPLICATION FORM

1 NAME
STREET ADDRESS
I CITY STATE
HUSBAND'S EMPLOYER
EMPLOYMENT
I ADDRESS Of
1 FORMER EMPLOYER
1 WIFE'S EMPLOYER
AT:
I CREDIT ACCOUNTS
PURCHASE LIMIT
REQUESTED
CHECK AMOUNT

I
I

SIGNATURE

PHONE #
ZIP CODE
POSITION
HOW LONG
HOW LONG
HOW LONG

WOOLCO

•

,013 'IRS 121 5
lilt aattite siter
.
ip
17.1.4.6)47#44444
,
,,"•••••"_.•
MN Macaw,oar•AP NNW NMI
41.•

JUST SAY
"CHARGE IT"
A E DEFENDER

To list your event or ectivity,

CALL 526-1278
Monday

thru

Frida .
•

EASTGATE

SOUTHGATE

GATEWAY

6100 Park Avs.

1633 $o. Third if.

3230 Jackson Ave.

STORE HOURS! 10 A.M.-10 P.M. DAILY: OPEN SUNDAYS 12.6 P.M.

Fourth of five parts...
•

The riddle of Angela Davis:
Black, beautiful and brilliant
By JACK V. FOX.
United Press International

'One day she and Evelyn
Miss Davis 'Was attracted by
were in one of those posh depart- US but felt it ha two weaknesses.
When Angela Davis came back
ment stores in La Jolla and Angela First, it rejecte association with
to the United States in 1967 after
was rolling these cigarettes. Here the white community in bringing
two years in Germany to study
they were, a white girl and a black about social upheaval and she felt
again under Prof. Herbert Marsad
girl, making what I guess maybe that was' unrealistic. Second, it
cuse at the University of California
treated women as "servants" to
in San Diego, she lived for almost that she just didn't have time for the matrons thought were marithe men and that Angela Davis
a year with another graduate stu- things like sleep
juana joints and' the women just would
not tolerate.
dent, his wife and their infant son.
"She rarely watched televi- gasped."
She became closer to the Black
The young man was Barry sion. I am a kind of put about the •
Shapiro says he never heard Panthers. There is no evidence that
Shapiro, who also was working boob tube, particularly t he Angela talk
about getting married. she ever joined the Panther Party
under Marcuse toward a PhD in evening news.
I want to know Except for a breif infatuation with but she did become involved in
Philosophy. Shapiro had rented an
their activities and was in later
everything that is going on in the a white West. German student,
men
old house at Cardiff-By-The-S e a
speeches to hail Bobby Seale, Huey
world. Sometimes she would sit as such did not seem very
impornorth of the campus and he subNewton and other Panther leaders
down and watch for a few minutes. tant to her at this stage.
leased a big downstairs roorv with
in jail as martyrs to the black
And sometimes I 'would have on
an ocean view• to .Angela.
Shapiro said she had three boy- struggle.
some old movie and I would call
Miss Davis. now so much in her and say, 'you ought to see this. friends, all black while she was
the public eye. still remains pretty its really far out.' She would come living with his family and that
much a two dimensional figure — and look for a little while and then she had a number of dates. •
Instead, she turned to the U. S
brilliant intellectual, fiery black go back to her books.
"Oh, they went to the movies,
Communist
militant. Of all the dozens of
Party and became a
walked
on the beac h. I don't
"She drank tea all the time. She
member sometime in 1968.
people UPI correspondents talked
know."
he
says.
"But
all
of
them
had a little hot plate and she would
with in tracing her Life. Shapiro
h e American Communist
keep it going. She would sweeten were involved like her with black
was one of the few able — or willthe tea with honey. She never drank student affairs on the campus and Party might have seemed pretty
ing — to talk about her as a womliquor as far as I know. Some- they spent most of the time talk- dull and old hat for such an iman behind the ultra serious front of
patient budding revolutionary but
times we had wine with our ing about that."
intellectualism and political adAngela Davis had her own ideas
meals.''
\ ocacy.
about that. She became close to
Dorothy Healey, then Southern
One of the reasons Angela had California district chairtnan of the
One of Angela's students later come to Southern California was U. S. Communist Party.
Shapiro found her warm, easy
at
UCLA
said she had a revulsion to study again under Marcuse but
to be around. quick to become inThe young woman and M r s.
another was to be near the big Healey. a warm and gracious
volved with the joys and problems for marijuana and drugs.
of other people.
"One day she talked to us black population center of L o s woman around 60 who later was
about the Manson family and their Angeles where she could put her to be demoted for her opposition
"1 remember her teaching our
style," the student, Jim Jor- political and social theories into to Soviet intervention in Czechoslolife
baby, Aaron. how to walk and talk
vakia, talked for Many hours,
dan,
recalls. "She said their pro- practice arupng her race.
when he was only six or eight
sometimes
at Angela's apartment
test against society had taken a
During the last months she was
months old," Shapiro recalls.
and sometimes at Mrs. Healey's
completely worthless turn — drop- living with the Shapiros. she
rentMann County Jail matron watchplace a few blocks away.
"My wife. Evelyn. and I would ping out, numbing themselves with ed 4 small one-story
wooden apartes as Angela Davis places her coat
get in fights. I guess like all young drugs, sex, complete withdrawal." ment in back of
a house in South
"S h e was rather shy but
and a file of papers on the table on
people, some pretty bitter. arguShapiro says his wife is a Central Los Angeles, not far from extremely
warm," says Mrs. arrival
in court. The confident
ments. _Angela would listen a n d great proponent of Women's Lib Watts. scene of the first
big city He4ey. "She was very methodismile has never left her lips
then she would stop us and say: and that .Angela not only was, too, black riot in 1965.
cal, not inpulsive. She gave a
Do you know you argued just the but was a prime example of putgreat
deal of thought to whether
She commuted regularly t h e
opposite the other day and n o w ting it in practice.
she wanted to join the party.
i20
miles
between
La
Jolla
Los
and
y o u have switched- completely
"Evelyn looked on her as a Angeles, driving a 1959 Rambler
"I was struck by her intellecaround? You sound pretty silly.
truly liberated woman." he says. station wagon. Shapiro said one tualism,
her analytical mind. But towards a third college along much
And we would calm down."
The two young women spent of the things he envied most was
at the same time she had a tre- the same lines under the aegis of
Angela would often have the many hours talking together and her "mobility:" her independenc
e mendous desire not to be isolated Chancellor William McGill.
evening meal with the Shapiros, going shopping.
that permitted her to be away for from the poor and the street cats.
help with the dishes and then go to
She and other black-Chicano
She didn't want to rise above her
"Angela was a chain smoker days.
her room to study.
militants
demanded that the adpeople.
wanted
She
rise
to
with
and she was trying every way to
She began to become involved
them. That's how she got so in- ministration change
"She would read until she fell cut down," Shapiro recalls. S h e with black militant groups
n e entire
in Los
volved with the Soledad brothers." format so that it be devoted almost
asleep with -the book in her lap." bought one of these little machines Angeles. One was an organizatio
n
Shapiro s a i d. "I was studying to role your own cigarettes and she known as US. a black nationalist
Miss Davis joined the Che Lu- entirely to black and Mexicanhard, too. but I would finally give became adept at taking the paper, extreme cult headed by
Ron mumba Club, a black adjunct of American students with minority
up and go to bed. But many morn- shaking tobacco from a pouch and Karenga which, along with
t h e the party whose role was to work instructors and a curriculum to be
ings I came downstairs to find rolling this machine with one hand, Black Panthers, had emerged
as closely with young blacks in the chosen largely by the students.
the lights still on .and her asleep getting a scraggly looking ciga- the two best known
militant fac- area and recruit them for the party.
It became a flaming issue on
in the chair. She seemed to feel rette.
tions among young blacks.
campus and McGill offered a comThe Communist Party in t h
United States has been in sad promise under which it would be
shape for decades, slumping in a two year experimental college
membership and seldom catching pending determination whether
a headline since the days of Alger academic standards would be lowered otherwise.
Hiss and Sen. Joseph McCarthy.
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Communism

Warm, easy

Anti-drugs

Commitment

Angela Davis was a Godsend
and National General Secretary
Gus Hall made that plain in his
report to the party's National Committee on Nov. 21, 1970.
"T h e defense of Comrade
Angela Davis is the most urgent
task and is of key importance,"
he said." . . . the initial reactions
are already evidence of this. The
reaction to her arrest has been
explosive. We have never had such
a response from the world communist movement. Overnight her
defense has become a world movement of great significance."

Demands
While Miss Davis was active
in Lqs Angeles, she was also to
become an outstanding figure at
the University of California in San
Diego (UCSD), one of the newest
and most beautiful of the nine universities in the system.

'Nebel' Magee is chained -to his chair after arriving where he and Angela Davis are standing trial.
in the courtroom in the Mann Coun t y Courthouse

UCSD had been planned for
tremendous expansion beyond its
7,000 member student body, a program apparently destined f o r
severe curtailment under the crisis
in education funds. It had two colleges, Revelle and Muir, and at
the time Miss Davis came in 1967
t h e university was proceeding

"I remember there was a
meeting of the Academic Senate
(faculty) and the. militants presented a list of non-negotiable demands," recalls Dr. Avrum Stroll,
now head of the Philosophy Dept.
at Revelle College
' •
"A number of blacks moved
into the hall and took over the
platform and warned that we were
in trouble if we didn't approve the
demands."

Her stamp
In short, Angela Davis and,the
militants won. There is now , a
"third college" at UCSDM it has
167 students, almost all black or
chicano, with 12 to 14 faculty members. The classes are conducted
in old Marine huts. The curriculum
is weighted heavily toward Minority Studies, Sociology, Political
Theory, Anthropology. Its future is
uncertain but it bears the stamp
of Angela Davis.
The young woman, still reading
and studying assiduously, was by
then well into her treatise for a
Doctorate in Philosophy, t h e
theme — suggested by Marcuse —
Kant's analysis of the role of violence in German idealism.
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during the protracted trial in
which she is charged with conspiracy to commit murder and
kidnap.

girl, like all his students, to put
her philosophical theories to the
test of practical problems. But he
rejects any idea he prodded her
into campus activism.
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Shapiro, the graduate student
classmate, recalling that about that
time Angela came home from Los
Angeles one night after a shooting
in the cafeteria at UCLA between
US and Panther ractions in which
two persons were killed. She had
an MI rifle with her for protection, he says.

gr
a

"Seeing that gun frightened
the hell out of us," he says. "Two
peopletshe knew had just been killed and we asked her why she didn't
just split, that nothing was worth
her life.
"But she said that if they
thought they (Shapiro didn't specify who) thought they were going
to shut her up they were wrong.
She said she felt she might be
shot to death but it wasn't going
to stop her. 'She wasn't like us.
She had no problem in understanding the role of violence in a revolutionary situation."
Miss Davis was still living
with the Shapiros when she was
approached' by Dr. Donalcr Kalish,
head of the Philosophy dept. at
UCLA, about coming there as an
assistant professor. She was more
intent on getting her PhD but
Kalish assured her she .w ould
have sufficient spare time to complete her thesis.
Angela Davis w a s scarcely
known off the San Diego campus
when she left. Such anonymity was
not to be for long.

Marcuse says he had urged the

Continued
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"I have occupied myself very
little with black politics," Marcuse
says. "I would hope not to assume
such a patronizing position. The
blacks have reached the pffint
where they can do their own
thing."
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DEFENDER

NV'S

Rap police
`Nigra' use
The Memphis Branch NAACP has filed numerous complaints
with our Council, our Mayor and our Director of Police, charging police brutality and discrimination against the black population in law enforcement in our city.
Regretfully, these complaints have generally fallen on deaft
ears, with the usual reply - if any - that the charges were
groundless.
The black community has tittle, if any, confidence in our police department, primarily because of its failure to rid itself of
policies promulgated and used to humiliate black citizens and
keep them in a subservient status.
The NAACP continues to receive many complaints from
Negro citizens and Negro policemen about the use of the word,
"nigger," by white policemen; almost all of these complaints
consist of a citizen's word against the policeman's word, making
them difficult to substantiate.
Today. we present you with a complaint, relative to the use,
by a police official, of the word "Nigra" - a hybrid between
"nigger" and "Negro," used boldly and freely by whites to insult Negroes, individually and as a group.
This tape contains the use of "Nigra" five times by inspector Ray in a news interview of Radio gtation WMPS, on the
7:55 A. M, News, Saturday, July 24. The evidence is here.
As regard to this interview; we cannot understand the importance of using race in the first place, If, however, race is
required, why did he not say "Negro," "black, "colored" or
"Afro-American" It is strange that some whites easily say
"grow, pro or crow," yet find it so difficult to say "Negro," I
am sure that you are aware that there is some controversy within the black community as to the use of "Negro, black, colored
or Afro-American," however, regardless of their contention,
blacks are united in their resentment with the use of "Nigra."
As public servants, policemen, who vehemently resent the
use of the term "pig" should be the last person guilty of insulting any citizen. If the word "Nigra" is produced when Policemen try to say "Negro," perhaps, the word "pig" is the product
of their enemies' attempt to say "policeman."
We hereby protest the use of the term "Nigra,' and accordingly, call upon you, our city council, to demand that our police department immediately ban the use of that word and all
other derogatory and degrading terms.

Newsfrom
Humboldt
By MYRTLE CHAMPION

A preview of 1987...
Above is the 1971 graduating class of the 'free of I.ife
Kindergarten, The Tree of Life Kindergarten would like to
announce its fall term opening, August 16, 1971. If you want

Bank backs enterprise
for black businesses

Kuykendall
raps congress
Congressman Dan Kuykendall (R-Tenn.I scolded Congress for delaying a military
pay raise this year during
the draft extension debates.
Speaking on the floor of
the House of Representatives, the Memphis Congressman asked "Are we doing
everything we can do to
assure our nation that its
fighting men will be the
best in the world?
"We are not dong everything we can do." he answered himself, "when we
let a much-needed military
pay raise languish. . . while
we fight about extension of
the draft. . . there is no
honor in allowing the difference over sine issue to
hamstring a matter so Vital.

a totally unrelated matter
that had the misfortune to
be coupled with the thornier issue."
America's servicemen, be
said, "must be told, and
told in tangible ways. that
their fellow citizens think of
them as members of an
honorable profession.
"I want the best leadership available in our Army,
Navy, and Air Force, and I
am prepared to cast whatever votes are necessary in
this House. however long I
may stay here, to accomplish that goal."
Mr. Kuykendall's remarks
came as he took part in a
special order on National
Defense.

Janice Owens
to Ind. college
Miss Janice Owens of
Memphis is one of set en.
teen stud ents receiving
grants or scholarships from
Saint Mary-of-th?.-Woods College. near Terre Haute, Ind.
Over 100 grants and scholarships have previously been
announced by the liberal
arts college for the 1971-72
academic year.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lee Owens Jr.
of 746 Speed St.. Memphis.
Janice is a 1970 graduate of
Sacred Heart High School.
Active in high school, she
was a member of the newspaper staff for four years,
the French Club and the Science Club. She also was selected home room officer
for three years.
"The financial aid program at Saint Mary-of-the
Woods College is to assist
academically qualified students who might not otherwise be able to continue
their education," explained
William Brown, director of

quality care for your child, please call or come by the
office, 407 E. MeLemore, 948-9798. Transportation Available. Rev. Isiah Rowser, Minister.

Financial Aid. "It is the
general college policy to offer financial assistance to
students as a response
academic ability and financial need."
Mr. Brown noted that the
included
program
college
scholarships, loans, grants
employment,
student
and
"Federal a,nd state agencies'
supplement our efforts .n'
aiding the students. The Na-,
tional Defense Student Loans.t
the Educational Opportunity
Grants and the College Work
Study Program are all federal programs available to
student applicants at the col/ege," he added.

For Ralph Lipsey, a "helper" for 16 years with the
Savannah Electric and Power Co., a loan from the Citizens -and Southern National
Bank paved the way for him
to become the first black auto dealer in Savannah.
His loan, approved in December of 1968. has turned
him into a southern entrepreneur. He employs 10 persons, is a deacon in his
church and has joined the
Savannah Area Chamber of
Commerce.

Mr. Lipsey's success is a
result of hard work and initiative. But that loan from
one of Georgia's leading
banks is the key to a -major
effort fostered by the bank
to help Savannah's black
community pursue the American dream.
Citizens and Southern National Bank is demonstrating
to both the black community and others in Savannah,
Atlanta, and throughout the
state of Georgia, that private

Hampton opens
media program
"More areas of mass
communication are opening
doors to promising black
Dr.
professed
students,"
Kearney, departWilliam
ment chairman, the Mass
Media Arts Department of
Hampton Institute, at an in.
terview last week on Hampton's campus.
Pointing oat Hampton Institute as the only college
in Virginia offering a dein
gree-granting program
the field of mass media arts
which includes radio, television, and journalism, Dr.
Kearney said, "from the
beginning of the program we
decided that in order for it

to be meaningful and effective there would have to be
a marriage between our educational program and the
practicing industry."
Referring to 11. Fs
ship program. the praeti,
method of combined st..
and on-the-job training. Ii
Kearney said. "initially.
were able to get companies involved
program including WIN New York, KYW in Phil..
Relatio:
delphia, Public
Communications at U.Steel in Pittsburgh, Pa., a:,
with IBM out of Alban
New York.

enterprise can take the lead
in attacking community social problems. while making
a profit at the same time.
Driving force behind this
effort is Mills B. Lane Jr..
president of the Citizens and
Southern National Bank, who
believes that hanks have "a
great sense of community
responsibility."
Other wholesome results
of this self-help bootstrap
cperation in Savannah: •
Forty-six small business
loans totalmg $813.0uo
income citizens.
Two-hundred ard
five second
totaling 9306.000 I.
I
down payments to low ,
come families.
Meanwhile, the mom,:
turn of the bank's effort II:,
spread across the Pea
State to touch 47 towns and
cities, sparking another 118
small business loans, 350 sec

BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
'64 COreet,e ..... .... WM

:: siva,
41 r.v,r1r.r.IfIll
T 11,rd

'63
40
'44
'66
'66
'45

ond mortgage home loans
and nearly $2 million for improvements of 1,500 substandard dwellings.

Mr. Edward Smith of St.
Louis, Missouri and with
him were his nephew Mr.
Richard Smith of Champaign, Illinois, also a nephew
from Brownsville. Tennessee,
and a niece form Detroit,
Michigan. They were the
guests of Miss Mabel Northcross. And among Miss
Northeross' guests were Mrs.
Katie Booth and son Otis
Booth of St. Louis, Missouri,
Mrs. Sallie Lee Vannoy of
Cleveland. Ohio, Mrs. Halite
Cox of Nashville, Tennessee
and her daughter from Corpus Christi, Texas.
Wedding Bells will ring
September 5th of this year
for Miss Addle Clementine
Lacey of Humboldt.
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"Last year, over sixty per,
cent of the students receivedl
financial aid from the federal, state or college-sponsored
programs," he concluded.
"The 105 scholarships and
grants are just the first of
the financial programs to be
announced by Saint Mary-ofthe-Woods College."
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When LBJ started flipping off
the lights at the White House,
a lot of people laughed. But the
truth is, it's a good way to save
on your utility bills and cut
down on power waste. Every
bit of power saved means a little
less air pollution. Use all the
electricity you need. But only
what you need.
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Tennessee and is reported
doing well. Mrs. Jones Champion was discharged from
Gibson General Hospital at
Trenton, Tennessee recently,
and is at home reportedly
doing well.
Visitors in Humboldt this
week were:

If there are persons or organizations with news in
the Humboldt community to
report, please contact me
no later than 'fuesday of
each week. The address is
1203 North 12th Avenue and
the phone numbers are 7844516 and 784-2920.
NEWS:
The West Tennessee District Association convening
at St. James Baptist Church,
opened a "Pre-Convention
Mass Music-al" August 9,
1971. This Mass Musical featured
choirs from
West
Tennessee cities of Humboldt, Brownsville, and Jackson.
On the sick list in Humboldt are:
Mrs. Henry Sims, Mrs.
Essie Conte y, and Mrs.
Beadle Williams, all a r e
patients in St. Mary's Hospital in Humboldt, Mrs. Nelda Williams is a patient at
Jackson
County
Madison
General Hospital in Jackson.
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My view

Voice your choice...
Now that the August 7 deadline has passed, and the hundredodd City Council and School Board candidates await the voice
of the public in the upcoming October elections, it is time to
turn to another thought besides "who do I vote for?"
The United States of America set up its government which
rules the people, supposedly in such a manner that it would actually be the people who rule the government. Current events,
with "Race Relations" topping the list, point out there is a
definite void somewhere between who rules who, the government over the people, or the people over the govrnment.
Regardless of how inconspicuous the individual may seem
in this country of nearly 200 million people. each and every
ballot cast has an effect.'
It's the lone insignificant vote that ISN'T cast that actually
rules this country.
On the local level, such as in the districts for City Council
seats, and School Board posts, each ballot takes on a larger
responsibility.
In Memphis. over 40 per cent of its half-million residents
are black. Therefore it would stand to reason that proportionately. 40 per cent of the elected officials would either be black,
or sympathetic to the cause.
But this is not the case. neither in Memphis or in any
other city in America. The reason being that nearly threequarters of the voting "Black populace," feels "what good will
my one vote do, and besides I really don't feel like going to the
polling place ..."
That one vote may seem insignificant, but multiplied by
10,000, that one "little vote" has enough pull to make or- break
the best of candidates.
A short time after the election, the same tired voters who
couldn't be bothered, gather at the corner store to belly-ache
about the "guy. who won," and WHAT HE DIDN'T DO ...
It's high time for a change ...
In a few months, those disenchanted blacks, who bellyached about the last guy, will have the opportunity to rectify
the situation.
Never in the history of ?Memphis has there been such an
abundance of qualified blacks running for responsible positions.
What is needed NOW is enough responsible blacks who care
"who is doing what" and will GET UP AND SUPPORT A CANDIDATE with a vote instead of a deaf-mute voice.

Black migrant workers
At long last something of a positive nature is being done on
behalf of migrant farm workers whose plight has been too
long overlooked by organized labor as well as the federal goy,
eminent.
The Labor Department is taking steps to move migrant farm
workers into, stable jobs or to provide them with better economic and social protections.
The majority of migratory farm-workers come from seriOuAly disadvantaged groups. Many are blacks or Mexican Amer-

icans, whose employment problems are compounded by discrimination.
Malcolm R. Lovell, assistant secretary of labor for manpower, told the House Subcommittee on Agricultural Labor that
the Labor Department has launched a long-range comprehensive manpower program in rural areas to move migrant workers into stable, year-round employment, primarily in nonagricultural jobs. More than $20.1 million is earmarked for the
first year of operation.
The minimum wage in agriculture is to be raised from the
present level of $1.30 an hour to $1.45 by January 1, 1972, and to
$1.60 on January 1, 1974.
The Department supports extension of unemployment insurance to farm workers in large agricultural establishments.
The effect of such an extension is being studied for submission
to Congress.
An investigation has been launched into the charges made
by 16 organizations and 3 specifically named farm workers
that the State Farm Labor Services are guilty of discriminatory
actions. These are a welcome departure from the indifference
mid do-nothing attitude of the Labor Department in the past.

Nigeria's victory is
one with compassion
By DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
The world watched, read, and took
sides as the Nigerians waged a relentless
war as is the case in any war whether
difficult to get the real truth about the
was as is the ease in any war whether
it is civil or a war between nations.
The plight of the Biafrans was widely heralded and the Nigerians who were
trying to hold the country together as one
nation, indivisible, were pictured as being extremely cruel in their treatment of
the Biafrans.
The Biafrans had a good press. Certainly we Americans were given the impression that all justice was on the side
of the Biafrans or that the brutality and
cruelty were all on the side of the central
government. It is my opinion that t h e
civil war had to be in order to keep Nigeria one nation.
As is the case in all wars, so it was
with the Civil War in Nigeria — there is
only one objective, win it. There is no
humane war just as there is no humane
institution of slavery.
It is' not the purpose of this writer
to give the impression, now that the
civil war is over in Nigeria, that the
wounds of the civil war have all been
healed. It would be an angelic situation
were this true. The United States of
America fought a civil war more than a
hundred years ago and yet the wounds
of the American Civil War have not all
been healed.
My stay in Nigeria was too brief for
me to speak ex-cathedra about how well
the wounds of the Nigerian Civil W a r
are being healed. I can only give the

impression I got as I talked with a goodly number of Nigerian people and with
the United States Ambassador of Nigeria.
The Military Government of Nigeria
is endeavoring to deal compassionately
with their defeated brothers. There is no
desire to seek revenge on the party that
was beaten in the war. The Biafrans are
not in prison. They are not excluded
from positions of trust. Every effort is
being made to treat the Biafrans as fellow. countrymen.
This was not the case in the U. S.
when the Confederate Army was defeated by the Union Army. It was 12 years
after t h e close of our civil war before
Federal Troops were completely withdrawn for the South. This idea of victory with compassion was gladly admitted by the I,ktited States Ambassador to
Nigeria.
This was the best piece of news I
heard during my brief eleven day sojourn in that great country. The leadership in the central government and the
governors of the twelve states are forward looking men and if the spirit of
healing continues, Nigeria will soon recover from the war and build a strong
and just nation which the leadership and
the people of Nigeria so richly deserve.
I left Nigeria greatly impressed with
what I saw there. The road ahead is not
going to be easy for our Nigerian brothers but the actual and potential leadgeria is destined to emerge as one of the
geria is destine to emerge as one of the
great nations of modern times.

Point of View
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
KING FOR A DAY
Something new and very significant
in the history of Memphis, and possibly
the nation is scheduled for August 27th.
It will be "B. B. King Day". It is
designed to recognize and honor the contribution to the musical tradition of the
Bluff City made by the Mississippiborn troublador, Riley "Beale Street
Blues Boy" King. This year B. B. received a coveted award in the music
field, a Grammy. He was thus officially
crowned the world's greatest current
exponent of the Blues. And it is a wellearned tribute. Mr. King started in 19.48
here in Memphis. . . at such spots as
the Beal eStreet Palace Amateur Hour,
and at then small-time Radio Station
WDIA as a guitar-playing blues singer,
fresh from the sweltering cotton lands
of the Delta, who coudIn't read a note
of music and hardly able to chord a
tune on his "box", he called Lucille.
But B. B. King was presistent. He
kept trying. He kept learning. He kept
"Making it". Ile met and handled all
the frustrations an unassisted black
man with only raw talent to offer has
to encounter. Today B. B. King is at
the mythical "top". And happily he has
done his thing, without losing the common touch. He still remembers names
and faces on Beale Street (or what remains of it). B. B. still remembers his
roots on Beale Street," where the blues
began". That memory makes him rather
unusual, and worthy to be honored.
Unfortunately, and too often success,
represented by more money, more or
less "escaped" blacks to take a position
of scorn and contempt for the brothers
they left behind. They turn up snooty
noses at the blues . . . even though the
blues are the base source of the most
sophisticated jazz in the world, one of
America's more important cultural contributions to the world of modern music.
Yet the types whom the older "Negroes"
... not "blacks" ... used to call "educated fools", still are to be found among
us. They make a big thing of being too

intelligent and emancipated to appreciate anything as earthy as the blues.
The only time they recognize blues and
blues singers, is when they are slumming". (Yeah, many don't know it . . .
but there is an interesting cadre of
Blacks who leave the slums as soon as
they can afford it. . . and then return
their to "slum" . . . thus indulging the
age-old yen to look down on somebody
else.
It was this type of Black who helped tarnish the name, happiness and
prestige of W. C. Handy, "Father of the
blues". Handy gave Memphis.and Beale
Street world-wide recognition . . .achieved riches and fame for himself (thanks
to his white admirers). . . and laid the
foundation for himself (thanks to his
white admirers). . . and laid the foundation for modern popular music. . .
even for such stuff as "soul", with all
its connotations of excretion.
Yet Mr. Handy, (also a Memphian)
like B. B. King, went to his grave with
one piercing disappointment. It WAS only
in almost the last year of his life . .
despite frequent trips to Memphis and
honors and accolades from all over the
world .
was he invited to a Memphis black church in a role of honor.
Most Black religionists regarded the
blues as something low-down and dirty,
and a reflection on decency. They didn't
know that some of Mr. Handy's greatest compositions were great religious
songs.
They did have sense to see what
Handy saw and what B. B. "the current
son of the blues" feels . . . that t h e
blues are songs of path, disillusionment,
longing, pouring from the unhappy
hearts of Black men and women who
had no other means of expressing adequately their reaction to the Black experience.
So, when the Shelby County Democratic Club. under the Imaginative
leadership of Chairman Melvin Robinson, sets up and activate a "B. B. King
Day", in honor of a chief exponent of
the lowly blues tunes. . . then it's time
to take note . . . and pass out some
grammies to the club.

(This column was written from
Monrovia, Liberia)
Behind the scenes there was a great
deal of maneuvering to keep Vice President Spiro Agnew from being designated
to represent President Nixon at the funeral of President Tubman. White House
aides were nervous about the reaction
which Agnew's appearance may have
had in the wake of his foot-in-mouth remarks comparison between some black
African leaders and black American
leaders.
So White House Counselor Rober t
Finch, just recovering from dental surgery, was selected to head the delegation.
Admittedly, a novice in international diplomacy and African politics in particular, Finch depended heavily upon such
old Africa hands as Congressman
Charles C. Diggs Jr. who is readying for
his first visit to South Africa and knows
the continent like the back of his hand,
and W. Beverly Carter Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs.
For Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the NAACP, this was his first trip
to Africa. Mrs. Wilkins' last piece of advice to him before leaving was, "Don't
go near the water," recalling Whitney
Young's death by drowning earlier
this year in Nigeria. Wilkins had to borrow the formal attire required by Liberian protocol for the two funeral services.
He quipped. "The only thing I furnished were the cuff links." Ambassador
Sam Westerfield dug out an extra fancy
gray silk weskitt and someone else came
up with the stiff white collar, boiled
shirt, tails and trousers. Somebody took
a picture for posterity of the official
U. S. delegation looking like a Metro
Goldwyn Mayer chorus backdrop for a
Ginger Rogers musical!
D. C. City Council Chairman Gilbert
Hahn was excited about his first trip to
Africa. He was chosen to go, since Mayor Walter Washington and his wife, Ben.
netta, had just returned from a good will
tour of the continent.
The coffin in which Tubman was laid
out was purchased in New York a n d
flown to Liberia. It was made of copper
and leather and weighed 1300 pounds
. . . On Thursday following the final religious services and the internment.
there was some serious politicking.
Finch made another formal invitation to
Nigeria's Major General Yakubu Gowon
to conic to the U. S. on an official visit
The handsome Head of State of Africa's
largest country had been hesitating over
the first invitation.
There is still some coolness due to
the Nigerian Civil War in which so many
Americans supported the rebel caus e.
Gowon, an extraordinarily gracious man,
stopped
to
chat
with
us f o r
a few 'minutes. saying, "It was good of
you to come to honor this great son of
Africa. It demonstrates the strengthening of the ties between our peoples."
The likely date of his visit is some-

time in October . . President William
Tolbert held an impromptu get together
on Wednesday evening on the fifth floor
patio of the glittering executive mansion
which overlooks the Atlantic Ocean, The
Tubman apartments are
tne 8th floor.
There was an unusually cool breeze for
Monrovia, suitable for some quiet, prolonged conversations.
Among those present were Emperor
Haile Selassie, Houphouet Boigny- of the
Ivory Coast; the poet-laureate of Africa,
Dr. Leopold Senghor of Senegal and the
new leader of Uganda, General ldi Amin
who took over in the recent coup overthrowing President Milton Obote. Gowon
joined the group later.
Amin's presence in Monrovia created a stir since Uganda had walked out
Jf the recent OAU meeting in Addis Ababa . . . the presence of so many foreign
delegations placed a heavy strain on the
Liberians including housing and security.
The Ivory Coast group included 20 persons and 40 from Nigeria. Every floor of
the Dukor Palace Hotel, where most of
the Heads of State were staying, had
armed sentries . .. Gossip about the relations between President Tolbert a n d
the Tubman cabinet mounted when the
only one to show up at the executive
mansion affair was Rudolph Grimes, the
Secretary of State . .
all businesses
were closed for the day of the funeral
and a few overzealous citizens who
thought some persons weren't showing
the proper respect for their departed
leader, threatened to string them up by
the thumbs. Fortunately, the threats
weren't carried out . . For Ebony
Managing Editor Hans Massaquoi, t ii e
trip was a reunion with his brother
Morris, who is assistant minister of defense. They had not seen each other in
several years.
Their father, who was former Liberian Counsel in Hamburg, Germany was
from the Vi tribe. Standing on the balcony of the U. S. Information Services
headquarters, on Broad Street, J i m
Pope, the Public Affairs officer for the
Bureau of African Affairs in the State
Department, spotted a portly man in a
frock coat walking down the street and
called out below, "Hans, there's yonr
Uncle Arthur." . .
Don't be surprised if President Nixon doesn't add a trip to Africa to h i s
travel itinerary next year, in addition
to his planned Peking visit. He said he
would go to Africa before his term was
out. (his first trip was in 1957) and some
think it would offset the bad publicity
of the Agnew junket. Besides it's an
election year and Robert Finch with
an eye on the vote, took along a load of
paper backs to distribute on a visit to a
huge market near the Firestone Plantations. It was the last stop before boarding the plane for the return trip. Finch
tossed the books in the air while the Liberians scrambled for copies. The title?
No — not "The Thoughts of Chairman
Nixon," but "Richard Nixon, A Political
Portrait."
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Women's Liberation
has a message for all
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By FRANK L. STANLEY

log
Have you really looked at our women lately? Did you look beyond the surface and see more than their glamour,
beauty, charm, sex appeal or necessity.
Have you ever viewed them as man's
equal, entitled to all of the rights males
have. If not, you'd better get with it!
Mary D. Pinkard, director of P r ogram Analysis & Standards of HUD,
made a very revealing speech before
the Mayor's All-City Conference on Worn.
en in Denver recently. This gal is really
on the ball. She starts out by saying
very frankly.
"I think the struggle against sexism
is just as urgent ap the struggle against
racism. I do not Wish to choose one
struggle over another."
•
"My view has' been shaped by my
own history. I am a member of an oppressed minority and an oppressed majority at the same time — because I am
both a Negro and a woman. I know first
hand that there is no difference\ between Jim Crow and Jane Crow.
Miss Pinkard listed a few common
myths: "Woman represents the sex that
can't balance a check book, drive a car
without tearing down the garage door,
and to whom every machine is a mysterious thing to be repaired with a hairpin." Then she goes on to say that
here's what I want to point o u t
that because of these myths both Negroes and women have been confined to
traditional jobs, barred from supervisory
positions, deprived of political importance, and subjected to social and p r ofessional segregation."
Miss Pinkard says she lives with a
sense of outrage and believes that every
black woman in this country must be
similarly outraged — outraged because
"many, including some black militants,
would have us black women believe
that the fight for equal rights for women is not our bag — it is the thing of a
middle-class white woman; that the
black woman has a duty first to fight
for the human dynamic of salf-respect
for the black male; that because of the
conditions of slavery, the black woman
became a matriarch and Mr. Charlie's
tool in the systematic emasculation and
castration of the black male,"
Miss Pinkard has documented t Is e

case extremely well; she recalls such
great women as Harriet Tubman a n d
then reminds us of the courage of Daisy
Bates, who took nine children to Central
High School in Little Rock, also that Rosa Parks was the one who really started the Montgomery, Ala, bus boycott.
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Quoting some pertinent figures from
the Department of Labor for 1970 s h e
showed that Negro men earned 69.9 per
cent of the money that white men earned; but white women earned 58.6 per
cent, and Negro women earned only 45.9
per cent. Yet 28 per cent of all black
families in the U. S. are headed by a
woman.

an

She tells of Abigail Adams w ho
wrote her husband John, when he was
serving in thd Continental Congress thusly: "In the new court of laws which I
suppose will be necessary for you to
make, I desire you would remember the
ladies and be more generous and favorable to them than your ancestors! Do
not put such unlimited power into the
hands of the husbands ..." John Adams
as we all remember treated this advise
as a joke.
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Miss Pinkard gives credit to the
great abolitionist Frederick Douglass,

as a staunch feminist who urged the

first women's rights convention at Seneca Falls to demand the vote for women.
The convention was held but the m o v ewent did not develop and it took women almost the next 100 years to get to
vote and in the opinion of Miss Pinkard,
this was a great error of the 19th century, because she says, "If thd women
had gotten to vote before Reconstruction,
there are historians who believe the humanizing effect of women's participation
in political life would have eased the
transition from a slave society to a free
society. Because as Dr. Pauli Murray
has pointed out, It Is significant that
there was a sharp drop in lynchings after women got the vote In /920 and It was
the white church women of the Sout Is,
not the men who organized against
lynchings. Reminding us further, she
has a suppose: Suppose Queen Isabella
of Spain had not financed Christopher
Columbus?
A
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This is your life...
Attending the occasion honoring Elder Charles Tucker were
his family. Seated: Mrs. Charles S. Tucker and Supt.

Tucker of Tucker Temple District, standing left to right
are: Barbara Jo, Ezra, Effie, Bennette, and Pearl Tucker.

Elder and Mrs. Charles S.
Tucker w e re entertained
Saturday July 24 at a Testimonial Dinner - held in Robt
1 o's Restaurant on Vance.
This event was in connection with Elder Tucker's an
niversary celebration, and
was sponsored
by
Mrs.
Hatt;e M. Buntyn, District
Missionary of the Tucker
Temple District; the Birthday Club of the Tuaker Temple Church gf God In Christ
and the alother's Board of
the Tucker Temple Church.
Mrs. Callie Curry- ably represented her co-workers in
this affair.
Honored guests surrounding the speaker's table were
Bishop E. W. Rodgers, 1st
Administrative Assistant to
the Breeding Bishop, Bishor
J. 0. Patterson, of the lot
Jurisdiction of Tennessee;
Mrs. Annie B. Patton, Assistant State Supervisor of the
Women's Department: Superintendent Samuel Lowe. who
introduced the guests: Elder
Samuel Sm'th the narrator
of the ,eature of the evening
a "This Is your Lite": nrasentagee: M-. and Mc'
Bert tforendor! a sone-,so,
:
of the Hunter Fan Comm,
and Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Harris, a department foreman of the Hunter Fan Company.
Bishop and Mrs. J. 0.
Patterson were unable to
attend the testimonial because of prior committments.
The formal affair was
attended by he most .eleaantly dressed ladies and sar.
white gown of her own design
4,da&Z/V.'". R.rha,4
11P-9e
Fs'ber sn '
Err:" also designed th.csoism- Era
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Here is a question that
has probably been asked
over the last de:a-le more
than any other, in this age
where new word, lice "generation gsp" and "soul brother'', have filled the air.
Most critics agree that
"soul" dates back to the
days of the great Gospel
singers in the south.
The one single vest mere
the American Black map has
to call as "his" heritage
'Somehow, he seems to be
losing or forgetting his heritage while attempting la find
his 'dent'ty. He can't see
the forest for the trees.
To most people, Gospel
music, even in the South
where it was born, seems
to be a vanishing art. The
call of the "dollar" seems
to great a foe for the thouends of "store front" churets.
es, that dotted the gehtt^r
throughout Amen i a.
But all is not lost yet. .
Theodore Wade, one
three Gospel disc jocke• s
here In Memphis feels
there's more than hone.
"Last Sunday. augost I
radio stat'on Writ gavg :a four hour program .
which nearly 50 Gosp groups had a chance to
sing."
Wade answered the vanishing Gospel singers question
with; "I don't feel that Gospel music is dying out. But
I think it's a lot to do with
commercial values. They
couldrf5t ve'ry well have a
wine or beer distributor sponsoring a church program.
end it seems to me that
these are the biggest buyers
of what they call prime time
on radio and television.
"So actually Gospel (Onging just isn't getting the exposure it used to."
Wade conceded the fact
-yes, I could go on and on
naming the groups and in
dividuals that turned to pop
music, but even they must
be commended for the contribution they made before
moving on to other things."
Some Gospel groups are
still hanging on.
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"Take the Spirit of Memphis group for example-Wade said.
"Her is a group that is at
least 45 years old. They
started about the same time
that Charles Lindburg made
his historic flight in t h e
'Spirit of St. Louis', which is
Where they got their name,
/Pour of the five original singnrs are still active partici.
patents.
"Just before the time Klvis
Presley went into the service
they were echeduled to work
the background for his personal appearances but the

artist wlig gisesi;ea
sgo—neeo
'^ther.
the Tuckers. Sgt. Charles S.
Tucker. Jr.. is currentlY with
th- Army 'n Italy, and was
unable to atter'''.
After being served sinner.
the ages's retell

light that covered the face
of Elder Tucker as Elder
Sa roue) Smith announ ed
"This Is Your Life".
Mrs. Hattie M. Bunt-'n.
hostess for the affiar, had
secretly ushered people from
the past into a section of the
dining hall that was out of
Elder Tucker's &rect line
of vision. His joy and surprise at seeing Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Satterfield was
ck'dent as thee related the
early friendship which has
brought them so close to the
Turkers.
A letter from an older

brother, M r. Emmanuel
Milwaukee,
Tucker of
brought back long forgotten
Tucker.
Elder
to
memories
lie received two plaques and
numerous Certificates of Recognition from the members
of the District he superintends and from the organization of tits-Church.
The relation of the esteem
and respect in which Elder
'1'u ker s held by his superv sor and co-workers by Mr
Bert Horendorf and Mr.
Larry Harris was typical 0;
the feelings expressed toward Elder Tucker in this

tribute.
Paying tribute in Song to
Elder Tucker were Mrs.
Mattie Wiggley, State Minister of Music, Mrs. Maddye
Flagg Porter, and Mrs.
Dorothy Livingston. Dinner
music was provided by Miss
Joyce Brown.
Elder Tucker is the Superintendent of the Tucker Temple District of the tat Jurisdiction of Tennessee, a^ is
employed at Meyers, Robbins
Company, Hunter Fan Division, as a department foreman, the first Negro to hold
such a position.

The Warner Temple AME
Zion church, William and
Mississippi blvd., extends an
open invitation to the publ:
to "come in and worship
with us," Sunday, Aug. 15

years of teaching in Senato
bia and Tate County Schools,
will be the guest speaker at
the Hill Chapel Baptist
Church. at 2521 Dexter
Memphis, this Sunday, Aug.
15 at 3 11.111.

several organizations such
as the Eastern Star in Senatobia, president of District
Two of the Women's Convention. and instructor of
the Baptist Convention. She
currently is serving as treasurer and a choir member of
Fredonia Baptist church in
Senatobia.

Sundac
with
Beginning
e
197l
School at 1045 a.m. with
superThomas
Brother C.V.
vising, the day will be fuli
of activities. Morning Worship will be held at 11 a.na
with the Rev. Fred Shepog,
pastor, presiding.
Members from the Christian Chapel Missionary Baptist church will be in attendance at 3 p.m. to attend the
spiritual service headed by
the Rev. Donzell Bytes.
m•r. VERNON CLINIC •
The Missionary Dept -.I
Mt, Vernon B.C., 547 M
sisspni blvd . with the IV:
James L. Netter, will Tre
sent Mr,.. D. L. Enttng. 0.
Jackson. Tenn.. who will 1,
rent a Missionare Cl.nir or
Sunda-. Aug. 15 at 3 p.m
M'..EntnS z the wile
the Rev. D. L. Enting.
tor of the First Ttsg,
choral, or Jackson Tenn.
A e--duate n' lh.
Theologii
Baptist
ean
Seminary in Nsshy lie,
dynamic in religious edig
s
lion
m pa;
The nubile is invited .
Mr
^•

"'"ve R Tiorrp-r
-etired

Spill of Memphis Quartet...
After 45 years, the Spirit Of Memphis Gosn
:'tied tseif
pel group ha e
the oldest and most famous singing groups
to come from the Bluff City. Lett to

right they are: (top rows) Fre4)Howard. Jet
Robert
Sc, Ea. I Maloge. battoig:
Reed, Silas Steel, Little Ax and Theo Wade.

Army took care of that. Bud
now, even at their age theY1
still get many invitations tol
sing at civic and church
functions all over."
"There are many other
groups like the 'Southern
Wonders, who broke up i
some time ago, and the
Gabriel Airs, who we reierl
to as a young group. even;
alter 15 years and are inak- 1
Mg it pretty good," added
Wade.
The younger generation
hasn't completely torgotten
what Gospel music is all
about.
"Back in February", added Theodore, "we held a
contest which was won by
a group called the Bogart
Brothers. Over 20 groups
from all over Tennessee
came to compete, and with
that kind of response I
can't help but feel that Gospel music hasn't lost much
ground.
"I can't deny the fact that
it could use a shot in the
arm, but Gospel music is a
long way from dead."
If you don't believe "Brother Wade", take a few minutes out one morning . .
and turn to station WDIA on
the radio between 3-6:30
a.m., and get 11 little
"Soul".

Lift month I covered the "don'ts" of men fashion which
Included hats, shirts, ties, pocket squares, jewelry, belts, socks,
and color. In doing so, the basic fundmentals of dress were
revealed. However, within the standard categories, there are
special styles that merit specific attention, Very often new
styles appear on the scene with most men not knowing exactly how and when they should be worn.
Here are a few pointers that I feel will be helpful concerning
some special styles that really deserve mention.
1. Don't wear turtlenecks if you have a short, broad neck.
Wear crewneck style- it was made for you.
2. Don't stockpile junk in jacket or slack pockets. Trash
can cause loss of shape-and create a fire trap.
3. Ankles should never show. Short pants are a long-lost
style, Cuff bottoms should be angled with the back
covering the top of the shoe heel. The cuff front stops
at the top of the shoe.
4. Don't go overboard on accessories. Too much jewelry is
gauche-and can prove hazardous if one falls in the water.
5. Satin and high sheen shirts and ties don't go with traditional styles.
6. Don't sling bulky type neck scarves under dressy coats.
7. Don't wear brown shoes with black suits or black shoes
with brown suits, •
8. Don't wear lace shoes with cuffless trousers unless they
are the new two-toned look. Otherwise, the slip-on look
with buckles and scrapes is suitable.
NEXT: THE "DO'S" OF MEN'S FASHION

20mq.'Isi".1 4 mg mottne as en cigarette, FTC Repo NOV.10.
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Mrs. Turner. who studied
at Jackson State college and
Mississippi Industrial college
has also done graduate work
at the University of Mississippi.
Since retirement, Mrs
Turner has kept busy with

The Rev, E. L. Slay, pastor of Hill Chapel, and Mrs.
Duncan, chairman, welcome
the public to hear their
learned guest speaker.
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ERMA LEE LAWS

Women's Editor
"If you have anything really valuable to contribute to the world, it will come through the expression
of your own personality — that single spark of divinity
that sets you off and makes you different from every
other living creature." Bruce Barton.
WEDDING BELLS ... will toll later this month
for Nina Marie l'asem and Ridley Anderson Jr. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Claudia Wilkerson Casem of Los
Angeles and Benito Casem Jr.. of Detroit, Mich. Her
paternal grandparents are the Benito Casems over
on Trigg A‘e.

the attention and time of many Memphians who jour- the Chicago Urban League, football hero from Fr. Berneyed to the Motor City ... Bernice Callaway was on trand High ...
her second trip to the Motor City for the summer,
OTHER HELLOS . .. were sent back by Motor
Ethel (Mrs. R. Q.t‘'enson and her daughter, Pamela.
Louis Hobson, Chiartnan of the Memphis Board of Di- (''bans to Caine Lentz Stevens by Marguerite Williams,
rectors of the Urban League. Herman Ewing, the Di- and the Norment Clan were sent a bushel of hellos by
rector, Raymond Neal, Jeraldine and John Taylor, their relatives Eleanor and William Norment, the Alwho were visiting with their daughter and son in law bert Norment and Jerry and Thelma Norment.
Lana and Howard Sims and ther newly born son,
Martha Jean "The Queen" Steinberg sent her hetendall Dubois Sims. Harold is Acting Executive los to her Many many friends and followers here . .
Director ot the National Urban League.
The Queen has Detroit in the palm of her hand where
Handsome and personable Vernon Jordan Jr., ac- she is on radio station WJLB and is at the helm of
cepted the helm of the Urban League and was their the Blue Collar Workers of America ... they're buildsparking personality with his beauteous wife Shirley ing low income housing and just doing wonders!! Her
and daughter sent regards to Maxine and Dr. Vasco oldest daughter who is quite a charming beauty graduSmith Jr., with whom they house guested about two ated from Eastern Michigan University this past June
years ago.
and will teach music in Battle Creek come September
And then there were others attending the conven- . . she has broken into the realm of professional music
tion with Memphis ties ... such as Eddie Williams, and is making successful performances singing and
Vice President of the University of Chicago in accompanying herself on the piano ... she's a full
of Atlanta and Memphis, who is now a member of fledged urtion musician ... her mom made her first
former Tri-State Defender staffer ... Stanley Scott television performance this summer with her "Buzz
the White House Press Staff .. . Grant Ward, from The FUZZ" program where listeners call in and query

Both the bride elect and her soon to be groom are
students at Memphis State University.
VACATION RETURNEES ... include Ezelle
and Hanniba I Parks who described their Paradise Island Hotel and Villas in Nassau just as the
name depicts ... Paradise itself !!!! They saw a
native fashion show and took cruises etc. Lived the
good life!
Bernice -Bonnie" Reed is back front Los Angeles
... her children Beverly, Yolanda and Gail are all
aglow from their visit to Disneyland.
And speaking of California .. . Mrs. L.C. (Emma!
Patterson. her daughter. Cora, son in law. Al and
Emma Jean are back from Los Angeles where they
matured to visit her .son in law 1. C. Jr., and his wife
Virgie and family.
Helen Williams visited New York City and Cleveland. Ohio while her sons. Marlon and Billy went \Vest
to California with her mother.
And the Cookes
Longino. Helen and Longino,
III "Lonnie" motored to New York City and St. Louis.
Velma Lois Jones who has endless energy and
vim bas not stopped traveling this summer ... after
her very successful tour of Las Vegas for the NAACP
of which she is Freedom Fund Chairman, she was off
to the NEA Convention in Detroit. only to be called
to the National NEA Constitution Convention at Colorado State University in Ft. Collins ... and then- back
to the Motor City where she attended a ('ME Confab.
\VHICH WAY AMERICA? .. . was the theme of
the National Urban League Convention and claimed
4116
,

MOTEL
McKENZIE
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

GOLFING NEAR
Bloc s off f,1,),C,n

407 HENRY ST.

PHONE 624-5546

Wm. Mosen.ri,.
and Manage,
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Winnie-the-Pooh

•••
Belted Sweaters are ordained by IS inniethe-Pooh in his Sears Collection as an important Fall fashion look. ('inched with a
brown suede. fringed belt, the white, skinny-rib turtleneck is a perfect ramPleillent
to plaid, straight-leg pants in red, white.

pr0,47ii

the Improved. Biinevolen:
and Proteshve Order of Elk,
of the World has growl to be
one of the largest of it,
ls nil in the counti-y.
The program has become
C.f

Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5.30 p.m.(Except Holidays)

the big Saver

brown and green. Her admirer wears a
belted, sweater vest with matching acorn
brown slacks and a coordinated striped
shirt. His layered look has the nostalgic
Feeling which is an important lashion direction for the 3 to fix kids.

a source of help anti pride 10
parents and schools. More
than 44 black and white students have eon scholarships
for the 1971:72 school year:
with 70 students to have their
s:holarships renewed from
the 1970-71 scholarship roll.
which brings the Elks commitment for
4cholarships
up to 581.000.00.
They represent state and
regional participants in the
Elks Oratorical Contests.

THE IiIINGEL.YET M11,1141

MENTH

Officials of the Southeast
Shrine Association said they
expect from 12 to 15 thousand Shriners and their
families to come to Memphis
for the 37th Annual Southeastern Shrine Association
Convention on Aug. 19 - 21.

1695

AFRO
WIG

Their selections are on the
basis of the best spee:h dealing with the subject nvolving
some ;base of the American
Constitution.
These students are potential leaders of tomorrow'
who should give a good account of themselves in future
accomplishment s u ch as
many of the Elks scholarship winners of the past likie
the late Martin Luther King.
Jr.. civil rights leader;
James Farmer, founder of
CORE; Dorothy ,Ifeight, National president of the National Council of Negro Women's Club, and scores of
others.
In the 43 years of the department's existence more
than four million and one
half dollars have' been rained by dedicated men and
women of the Elks Department of Education which
proves the Negro's capacity
and willingness to do for
himself. Commissioner Lee
said that the future of the
Negro lies in fishing with the
thin net of eduAtion for the
exceptionally endowed young
men and women and develop
their full potentials.

Freedom Wig

100%
Human Hair
Hand Made

$1495

rugged, Perma-Prest slack's
and leans in plaids. strIpri
and solids. Sweaters are
long and lean with skinni
ribs. The important look
watch is the belted sweater'
or vest. Even the ribbed
turtleneck looks best when
topped with a hardware.
trimmed leather belt.

Al Chymia Shrine Temple
of Memphis is the host for
the group. Jack D. Stovall,
Illustrious Potentate of Al
Chymia, stressed that the
entire public is invitee to the
competition of the Shrine
units on Thursday and Friday at the Fairgrounds and
for the Grand Parade on
Saturday, Aug. 21 at 3:30
p. m.
George R. Holley. Past
Potentate of Al Chymia, is
serving as director general
of the convention, and another past potentate, Cal
Stokes. is serving as housing

—t

Longer..yet milder
Aerstves4s-,.3.4.1-Qoie•
MASTER CHARCE

Main,A r COURT DOWNSTAIRS )

longer length-milder taste
You get both with
PALL MAR MENTHOL 100's

Picture an Autumn day
with its bright, beautiful
color and you'll have a hint
of how Pooh has painted his
first collection. Berry red,
acorn brown and spruce
green are woven into all the
fashions and the accessories
to insure a perfect match.
no matter what you put together. What a nice way to
go back-to-school — or 'or
that matter, for a trip to
Walt Disney World.

chairman. Stokes said that
all Memphis hotels and
motels are filled for t h e
three day Southeastern Association meet with many
Shriners and their families
staying at motels and hotels
in cities in West Tennessee,
North Mississippi and East
Arkansas.
Memphis Area Chamber of
Commerce officials stated
that the convention, the first
held in Memphis for more
than a decade, will bring a
million and a half dollars
to the city's economic life.
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The boys have their
knits. too. For the roughand-tumble gents. Pooh has
loads of sweaters and knit
shirts to be mated with

About 10.000 black and
white students from more
than 2,500 schools entered
the contest in 1971. A selection committee made up of
outstanding educators serve
as judges of each conte'st on
the slate, regional and national level.

Shag &

Human
Hair
Wigs

LAY- A • WAY

Pooh is thrilled about is
new collection. You could
sir
he 's "bursting h's
buttons" about it. But then
again, our chubby friend is

There are three types of
s..holarship winners and they
are state regional, and national. The state scholarship
provides $1.000.00 over a
period of four years. The
reg'onal and national scholarship provide between $1,200.

595

BANK AMER1CARD

The big news is knits.
Double knits in acrylic
which are machine-washable
and stay wrinkle-free are the
basis for swtichable girl-'
separates. There are tunins
and slacks, skirts and tops.
knickers, jumpe rs and
dresses which go it alone or
are oaired with pants for additional pizazz.

00 and $1,500.00 user a period
of four years to students,
white and black, who attend
accredited colleges of their
choice.

Wash & Wear
Tapered Wig

100% 11 11111811
ig
Hair

Winnie-the-Pooh t h o ught
all his little pals — and
everyone who is young at
heart — would enjoy a preview of this spectacular vaeat'onland. To double the
excitement. Pooh has provided a sneak peak at his
very own Sears back-toschool fashion collection or
children in ttizes 3 to 6X.

The announcement was made
b, Colonel George W. Lee,
grand ecenmission2r or educat'on and Judge Hobson R.
Reynolds, g r and exalted
ruler.

tip.

See Our
Wide
Selection
of

always brustmg his buttons.
The Fall collection features
all the looks — In pint size
— which are making fashion headlines: knickers, long
sweaters with lots of ribbing, vests with u-necks
and V-necks, and snappy
stripe slacks.

Elks add 44 to scholarship list

Wigsby Mon-Claire

Cascade
Falls l'ostiehe

Fall is coming. And with
it Iota of changes, especially
for school children as "their"
year commences. This new
season will also bring an
extra-special happening for
them, The opening of Florida's Walt Disney. World in
October.

Shriners plan meeting

—

04ib

'An

Back-to-school fashions

motesFAMILY WEEKENDS SUPPLEMENTING
VACATIONS WITH WEEKENDS TRIPS
.enef y • Swarming Pooi and Pic", q,e,,
•.1 Relax,ng change of 5,
,the Family or C.lub to Enjoy Compleseiy Informal At• Wm.
mosphere in First Cla.;S Facilities at Rates.you ar. A'fOrd.

the Police Commissioner . .. the Queen received well
deserved accolades for the adroit manner in which
she handled the program ... here tell it was, 8406
on Channel 10 in our own city.
And then Melba and Floyd Jones are doing fine
... Floyd is busy composing and has a hit out,
"Say It Again With Feeling" with Dee Edwards doing
the vocals.
BIRTHDAY SPLASH: the first of August was the
natal day of four year old LaTanya Ward, offspring of
Gloria and William Ward and she celebrated it in her
own swimming pool in the backyard of the Ward home.
Hot dogs, soda pop, and all the birthday trimmings helped to make it a gala occasion for LaTanya
and her friends, Demetria Davis, Kimberly MeNeit
Daryl Toles, Gina Williams, Chris Lee and Derek Roir.:
erts, Sylvia Ford, Mitzi and Eddie Jones, Jeanne Flow;
ers, Tony Williams, Billy Hawkins, Taura, Eric and....
Derek Cole, and Kimberly and Tammie Griffin.
VACATIONERS ... include Mr. and Mrs. Frank•-•
lin McNeil who jetted off to Freeport, Bahamas.
Miss Willie Ann Hughey was here from Los AM.:.
geles visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mose Hughey

DOWNTOWN •
44 $O. MAIN • 1127-1435
UNION AVI. •
IIMP2 UNION • 274-206S
WNITINAYSII • A275 NWY. SI S. • SITS
-0111•4
.h.
A•• sod
Don. viva !iv.

•
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New home service...

971

III

Health aides graduate
Sixteen competently trained ladies completed their 4month Home Health Aide
training program last week.
The training was sponsored
by the Vocational Division of
the Memphis Board of Education utilizing the facilities
of the Memphis Area Vocational Technical School.
With approximately only 40
home health aides presently
available to the Memphis
community, these graduates
should be most welcome.
The course involved Nutrition and Food Preparation,
Personal and Home Th..
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A new professional line...
The new health aid graduates are: Seated Left: Precious
Graves Standing Left to Right: Nellie Lester Verble Hinton,
Sarah Gladney, 011ie Jones, Natinie O'Mayes, Katie Jones,
Lithe Robinson. Alice Jones (hidden from camera), Gloria

Baldwin Anita Morgan, Ida Nelson, Audrey Raybourne,
Bettie Baughan. Seated Right: Edna Sanford, Not Picture:
Renee Knight.

Deltas meet in Houston
,Delegates and visiting sorors of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority. Inc. representing
408 chapters will meet in
Houston, Texas thru Aug. 13
to, hold the 31st national convention. Mrs. Frankie Muse
Freeman, national president and a Civil Rights Compracticing
and
missioner
attorney of St. Louis, Mo.,
will preside.
.The convention program
issues include The Black

Experience: Soul in Poetry
and Song; The Americas
Black in International Affairs (Speaker and Discussion); Combating Racism:
Through Dance and Drama;
The Drug Culture: Heroin
Stalks the Streets (Socio
Drama and Dsicussion); The
Black Woman in the 70's
(Speaker).
The Shamrock Hilton Hotel
has been chosen as headquarters site. Delegates will
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51 ber

ris, Janet Henson, Ruby
Howze, Addie Beatrice Jackson, Barbara Jackson, Ethel
Lockwood, Maggie L. McDowell, Jessie S. McNeely,
Barbara Mull, Ella Pope,
Claudine Stansbury. Lucy B.
Stansbury, Charlene Turner
(chapter president), Mildred
Williams; MEMPHIS STATE
SORORS: Lisa Massey,
Diane Smith; LEMOYNE•
OWEN, Lillie Roberts.
Joining the group are these
sorors from Helena, Arkansas: Norma Young, Tanya
Greenberry, M . M c Coy,
and Mary Jackson.
Miss Cassandra McNeely,
a junior at the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville. and
wen Certificates of Achievethe daughter of Mr. & Mrs.
ment for the past. 4 years.
In the past years at South
J. B. McNeely, will be initiatSide Loretta has been a
ed into the sorority at the
member of the Pep Club,
convention.
Volleyball t e a m, YWCA,
was
she
Literary Guild and
a Student Council Represenlator.

also be housed at the Towers,
The Tidelands, and the
Tides II, all within walking
distance of the Shamrock
Hilton.
Memphis Deltas attending
the convention are: Sorors
Martha D. Banks, Pearl
Bruce, Florida Collin s.
Mary C o 1 her, Ernestine
Cunningham, Alteena Foster,
Claudia Foster, June Glenn
Leola Gilliam, Carrie Harris,
Cora Harris, Marilyn Har-

Award Loretta Owens
4

iid that
Is and
ir the
ern Asmany
families
J hotels
messee,
id East

s Loretta Owens,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Owens Sr. who reside
at 1491 Clancy has been named the C. M. Gooch Foundation scholarship winner,
of ;400. She hopes to use
this scholarship at Lane College, where she has already
received financial aid worth
$1,940.

She hopes of enter Lane
College this fall majoring in
Secondary Education. Her
main goals are to teach AfroAmerican History and general music. Afterwards she
hopes to go to Law school
and become a State Legislature.

She is previously an essay
winner in two contests,
musician, arranger, historian, pianist, and florist. She
recently marched with the
Sbuth Side High School
band, in which they won
superior honor in the band
cantest.
- Loretta recently enrolled in
a college credit course. She
was a distinctful member of
the National Honor Soriety,

LORETTA OWENS
that rated her as number
12 in a class of 417. She has

Miss Owens is also a member of King Solomon M. B.
church where Rev. L. M.
Morganfield is pastor. She
has three other sisters and
six brothers.

Homemade swimsuit
The make-it-yourself craze
has invaded the swumsuit
field with patterns and fabrics available for all styles.
Why make your own suit?
"You'll probably get a better
fit.if you make the suit just
for you," says Helen Rader,
University of Tennessee
specialist. "You
clothing
can also save money. And,
it's fun to have a custommade, one-of-a-kind suit to
wear for beach and pool
parties."

If you need elastic, be
sure to use a type designed
especially for swim wear.
Rayon elastic will lose its
stretch when exposed to
chlorine or salt water.
When sewing, use a zig-zag
or stretch stitch, if possible.
On a straight-stitch machine,
use two or three rows of
straight stitches close together. This will prevent

seams from breaking.
"Begin stitching the seams
by lowering the needle into
the fabric while you hold the
top and bObhin thread in
your hand behind the presser foot," advises Miss
Rader. "This can help feed
the fabric and help prevent
it from bunching up under
the presser foot. Stitch with
an even rate of speed."

There are many types of
fabrics that can be used
for the type fabric," says
100 percent cotton, knits,
and regular bathing suit
fabric.

9
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The school and the students wish to thank the ;01lowing agencies for their
participation with these

Should anyone need the-m.
services of these persons....
please phone the school et-,7"'"'
S27-84.56. (For further infor---.
mation please contact
G. G. Eichholz at 527-8435.)

BUY
U.S.
BONDS

Name new
Sigma head
Mrs. Alma L. Reese has
been elected to a two-year
term as liresident of the Albany 'alumnae' chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
An instructor of English at
Albany (Ga.) State college,
Mrs. Reese, who will serve
through 1973. was elected
along with a slate of officers
which included:
Mrs. Frances Davis, firstvice-president; Mrs. Alma
Noble, second vice'-president;
Mrs. Louie Marshall, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Edna Smith, recording secretary; Mrs. Helen Black,
treasurer; and Mrs. Bernice
Berry, financial secretary.
Mrs. Reese. who joined the
ASC faculty in 1969, succeeds
Mrs. Velma Fudge Grant as
the public Service Sorority'S
president. The wife of Dr.
James C. Reese, director of
Hazard Laboratory School,
Mrs. Reese is a graduate of
Fort Valley State College
and the University of Georgia, where she earned the
M.Ed. in English education.

ed a doctorate degree in
education from the University of Mississippi in 1966
with a major in administration and a minor in guidance and counseling. He
holds a master's degree in
educational a d ministration

from Notre Dame University and has stied theology
at St. MeinrocT School of
Theology in Indiana. His
BA degree is in the field of
philosophy. His early childhood education was in public
and parochial schools in
Mississippi.

YWCA to Bahamas
YWCA members are still
reminiscing a b o ut their
summer trip to the Bahama
Islands - Nassau and Freeport. Off they went by air
to Miami, Florida where all
boarded the luxurious
"Flavia" for a four-day
cruise. Spending a few days
on the islands of Nassau,
Freeport and Paradise was
an exciting thrill. . . and
cruising there abroad the
Flavia will make it a lifetime memory. . . for the
Flavia was not just a cruise
ship, it was the Italian
Riviera afloat with all the
tradition of con tinental
charm and Italian graciousness.
Upon

returning

to

the

Stales, the trip was made
complete with the grand city
tour of Miami, Florida and
the fabulous beaches. Barbara Neal, director of the

Sarah Brown YWCA, made
sure that everything had
been planned for her group's
pleasure. . . parties, caratvaLs, tours and entertainment.

TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN —386 BEALE —1367 N. HOLLYWOOD

I

Complete
Courteous - Confidential
Banking Services

Each Depositer Insured up to $20,000
By Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Introducing on
August 19th
LibraTM
A new black beauty concept has just arrived
at Sears — Libra — a brilliant new line of cosmetics that come alive on all shades of Negro
skin. Made of the finest ingredients, blended
shades and colors that stay true. Nine little
Librasticks to kiss you in slicker), — flickery
mouthcolors. Seven shades of sumptuous
liquid Makeup to put on a velvety-smooth
glow. Plus fabulous flushes of eye makeup and
:contouring cream, rosy blushes, luxurious
bath oils, frothy face shampoos and more.
Libra gives you the soft, natural, radiant look
of today. Slip into some at Sears.

Meet Mr. Odis Black Beauty Expert
Mr. Odis will show you how to apply
cosmetics properly. Hell help you
choose the shades that enhance your
complexion most. See him - now ...
youll look your loveliest in Libra.

THE -SENSATIONAL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JACKSON 5

.Introductory Offer

IN PERSON
••••••I••••••••••

receive a 35.00 pair of Libra Lashes
with each $5.00 purchase of Libra Cos,metics.

Plus special guests of the Jackson 5

THE COMMODORE & YVONNE FAIR
•••••••••••••

JACKSON 5 - SUN. AUG. 15th, 8 P.M.

MID SOUTH COLISEUM
TICKETS: $6.

Mississippi Catholic Schools
and was chairman during
the Jackson,
1967-68 of
Miss, chapter of the Mississippi Council on Human Relations.
He has impressive academic credentials. He earn-

:20
rs Crosstown, Thursday, Aug. 19, Friday, Aug.
and Saturday, Aug. 21st

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Use polyester or nylon
thread that will stretch with
your fabric. And you may
want to use a ball-point
needle that will go smoothly
through knits without briaking the yarn.

Dr. James D. Gilbert,
newly appointed academic
dean of LeMoyne-Owen College, has been chosen an
of
Educator
Outstanding
America for 1971.
Outstanding Educator, of
America i s a n annual
awards program honoring
distinguished men and women for their exceptional* service, achievements and leadership in the field of education.
Dr. Gilbert will be featured in the 1971 national
awards volume, Outstanding
Educators of America.
He joined the faculty of
LeMoyne-Owen a year ago
as a professor in the division of education and psychology. He also serves
as chairman of the college's
self-study steering committee.
His appointment to the
deanship by President Odell
Horton fills a vacancy created during the summer when
Dr. Lionel A. Arnold resigned the post to accept a
teaching position at Oaklahoma State University.
Dr. Gilbert served one
Year as superintendent of

WDIA PRESENTS

"If you can use a stretch
fabric, be sure to buy a
pattern designed expecially
for the type favric," says
Miss Rader, U-T Extension
professor. "When laying the
pattern pieces, be sure that
the greatest amont. of stretch
will go around your body."

ES

students and their training:
St. Jude's Nursing Homer=
Visits, Memphis Si Sheline-•••••
County Health Departinen=
Tennes-''.
Home Health Aides, '
see Department of Public-'—
Welfare Homemakers,
ior C i tizens Homemaker'''"
Home Health Aides, A.
Mills industries for the Blind::
Extendicare Nursing Aides.';'''

Dr. James chosen
as 'Outstanding'

sAz

••

not a nurse. I may listen to
a client's problems, but I'm
not a counselor. I may tidy
up the house, but I'm not
the cleaning woman. I may
help a client spend food
stamps on an adequate diet.
but I'm not a social worker.
However. I am prepared
physically, emotionally and
mentally to give personal.
tender loving care to your
loved ones in the home."

giene, Sanitation, and Basic
Nursing Skills adaptable to
the home situation to provide proper care for patients
of all ages in the h o m e.
Special emphasis was given to the care
and handling of babies and
children, the elderly, and
those who are chronically ill
limited in movement or
without sight.
The Home Health Aide
says, "I may prepare a meal,
but I'm not a cook. I may
take the children to a park,
but I'm not a baby-sitter. I
may give a bed bath, but I'm

- $5. - $4.

AL TICKET OFFICE,
MID SOUTH COLISEUM, GOLDSMITHS CENTR
SHOPPING CITY —
GLOBE
BLUES,
THE
OF
HOME
HITS,
HOUSE OF
EAST AND WHITEHAVE
•

1
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Ford starts sales course at Tenn. State
Ford
M o tor Company,
Dearborn, Mich., presented
Tennessee State University
a $20,000 grant August 4 to
support the additional of
automotive sales and
marketing courses to the
university's curriculum beginning in Sept.
The grant is the third of
three Ford has made to
predominantly
black
colleges to expand their marketing curricula.

Open sales courses...
Tennessee State's president Dr. A. P. Torrence (seated left) accepts a check tor
$20,000 to the University from Ford repre

sentative and vice president Phillip Benton.
Jr., as Ford Education Program coordinator
Tillman Hoofer looks.on.

colleges, and few institutions of higher learning of
any type in the United
States, o ft er automotive
marketing courses."
Under the program, Tennessee State will eventually
offer six courses, including
dealership organization and
management, m e rehandising cars and trucks, dealership business management,
corporate policy and ethics.
and merchandising of parts
and service.
Phillip E. Benton. Jr.,
Of the
$20,000 grant.
Vice President of Ford
515.000 will be used for textMarketing Corp, and Genbooks, scholarships, faculty
eral Manager of Ford Cussummer internships at Ford
tomer Service Division, predealerships, partial subsidy
sented the check to Dr. A. t
of faculty salaries, and
P. To r rence, Tennessee
training for faculty. The
State President, and Dr.
remaining 55.000 will be
Charles B. Fancher, Dean
used for consultative servof Faculty. in a ceremony
ices to the other two schools
at the univerille.
as well as Tennessee State.
The sales and marketing
In addition to enriching
courses are being developed
the university's marketing
in connection with Ford's
curricula in general, the
involvement in the College
purpose of this program is
Industry Cluster Program,
to qualify more people to
a
nationwide
cooperative
work in dealerships, and tileffort by business and intimiately. to open their own
assist
dustry
to
traditionaldealerships," said Mr. Benly black colleges in improvton. "Currently, no black
ing classroom and laboratory f a eddies, curricula.
and overall scholastic performance.
In a d d Rion Tennessee
State, Ford is assisting 13
/tier and Marketing Se2vice
other black colleges through
said incidents of illness atequipment donations, schotributed to the product have
larships, funding of special
educational and career debeen confirmed in Chicago:
velopment projects, summer
East Liberty, Pa.: Pensacoeinoloyment programs, and
la and Miami, Fla.; and
lending resource consultants.
Minneapolis. A total of eleven persons have become ill.
C&MS said, showing the
symptoms of illness from a
toxin produced by Staphylococcus bacteria. Illness from
this toxin is characterized
"Rehabilitation" is the
by nausea, vomiting and
subject on which Benjamin
other digestive upsets. The
Harrell, Editor of the Advictims of the incidents have
vancer News at the Shelby
fully recovered, officials said.
County Penal Farm, will
speak to the Unitarian UniC&MS explained that in
versalist Fellowship Sunday
the normal processing of this
at 10:45 a.m, in the Hollis
dry salami, favorable bacPrice Library at LeMoyne
teria keep the staph from
Owen College. He will be inreaching harmful levels. In
troduced by Penal Farm
this instance, this interacDeputy Warden Phillip Burktion did not take place.
halter. The public is invited.
C&MS said. An investigation
is now underway into the
Mr. Harrell is a graduate
cause of the problem.
of the Booker T. Washington
The entire, production of
high school, where he was1
vacuum packed. sliced Gemember of the track team.
mm salami from all Hormel
He was formerly employed
plants is being recalled as a
as a checker in the shipping
precautionary measure, ofand receiving department of ,
ficials said,
the Cleo-Wrap Corp.
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USDA recalls spoiled meat
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture said that George
A. Hormel & Co.. Austin,

Minn., was cooperating in a
voluntary retail market
call of all Hormel vacuum-

packed. sliced Genoa ,alanu
Oflic,al, of USDA's

SHOP THE FABULOUS
"
•
•
."•••

•.

Penal news
boss talks

D

•

METRO SHOPPING PLAZA

424 CRUMP BLVD.

OPEN 24 HOURS-7 DAYS A WEEK..
'Sr Reserve Rgilt. T'L'"-,t Quantit,e,

•

W. Redeem
Fed. food stomps

Pi ices Good Vied. thi Li Lies Eve.

FRESH

Pork Brains LB 29c
Sugar
HENDERSON GRANULATED

NO

MILK

OR TOBACCO

S5.00 PURCHASE

i

LIM 1

THRIFT BRAND

3-1B.

DEL-MONTE

i Ii

20-0Z.

SHANK PORTION
BUTT PORTION

II.

37c
48
LB. 54

JUST GRAND

Biscuits 6/49
Eggs
8-0Z:

MEDIUM

Young (left), vice president for personnel,
presemed a $5,500 check to Vernon Jordan
(right), UNCF executive director, in the
presence of Aubrey C. Lewis, Woolworth assistant vice president for career development.

Memphians in Service
MICHAEL BRAY
Coast Guard Cadet Michail Bray. son of Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Bray of 1603Lewellen, Memphis. Tenn..
recently began four years
of training as a cadet at the
Coast Guard Academy, new
London, Conn.

training at Lackland Art,
Tex. He has been assigned
to Sheppard AFB. Tex.; for
training in accounting and
finance. Airman Sellers, a
1969 graduate of Mitchell
Read High School. attended
Memphis State University.
His father, L. Sellers, reside
at 3504 Daggett Road, Memphis.
DON BASKIN
Airman Donald E. Baskin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
L. Baskin of 1407 Cameron,
completed
Memphis, has
basic training at Laekland
AFB, Tex. He has been assigend to Ft. Belvoir, Va.,
for training as a surveyor.
Airman Baskin is a 1971
graduate of Southside High
School.

-,
LEUTENT SELLERS

WARRENE RICHARD
Airman Warrene Richard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Richard of 1335 Kenticky St., Memphis, has
completed basic training Si
Lackland AFB, Tex. She has
been assigned to Keesar
AFL, Miss, for training in
the administrative field. Airman Richarti is a 1970 gmduate of Carver Fligh School.

,
sr

Counseling
for preps

WARRENE RICHARD

The Memphis City schools
will continue to offer preschool counseling for h igh
school students prior to
school registration.
Guidance counselors will
be stationed each morning
from 9 - 12 p. m.; from Aug.
9-20, in all high schools to
offer individual assistance to
students or former studenfS.
All new high school students
who are entering the Memphis City Schools for the
first time and students who
need to change their schedules due to summer school
attendance, are urged to
visit their school Counselor
for early school registration.
•

DONALD BASKIIN

BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM

$1

PLEASE ENTER BABY

IN THE BABY CONTEST,
(PRINT NAME)

3-DOZ.

Any way you try it,
Armour Treet tastes good.
Everybody seems to like it.
Treet is all sugar-cured
good Armour meat.

C.B.

Ice Cream „2-GAL. 62

BWITIRYIT.

PARENT'S NAMES.
ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP CODE

TELEPHONE NO

BABY'S BI RTHDATE:
A GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPH (NOT COLOR) MUST ACCOMPANY THIS
FORM.
MAIL TO

BABY CONTEST
TRI-STATE DEFENDER P.O. BOX 2665 MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101
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UNCF gets $5,500...
For the 26th consecutive year the F. VV.
Woolworth Co. has made a 'contribution to
the United Negro College Fund, which supports 36 institutions of higher learning
located in 11 states. In ceremonies at F. W.
Woolworth executive offices, Robert W.

During his studies he will
receive a well-rounded academic education in addition
to extensive military training
in navigation, search and
rescue, engineering, administration, weaponry andseamanship. He will spend his
first cadet summer on the
three-masted Coast Guard
sailing
ship Eagle, and
remaining summers aboard
modern medium or high
endurance Coast Quard Cutters.
Upon graduation from the
academy, cadet Bray, will
receive a bachelor's degree
and a commission as Ensign
in the Coast Guard.
JACK NAZOR
Midshipman Jack G. Nazor. son of Mr. .and Mrs.
Frank F. Nazor of 1777
Carr Ave., Memphis, is now
undergoing summer amphibious training at the Naval
Amphibious Bases, Coronado. Calif.
Hia
training
includes
amphibious. warfare, naval
gunfire
procedures,
helicopter team techniques and
underwarter demolition.
He is a member of the
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps Unit at Rice University, Houston.
He is a 1969 graduate of
Central High School, Memphis.
GEORGE JOHNSON
Marine Pvt. George E.
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Johnson of 1455
Oriole St., Memphis, was
graduated from Individual
Combat Training with the
First Infantry Training Battalion at the Marine Corps
Base. Camp Le Jeune, N. C.
LIEUTENANT SELLERS
Airman Lieutenant R. Sellers, son of Mrs. Willie P.
Sellers of 265 Chapter, Memphis, has completed basic

5-LB.
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Sisters Love make big-time
After three years of working hard to be heard, the
Sisters Love, A&M Recording artists, are finally climbing to the heights where
practically everyone who
has seen them perform felt
they shoulat be. And their
new hit single, "Are You
lonely," produced by recording star Gene Chandler, may prove to be a major catalyst in the group's
rise to prominence. '
Although their experience
ranges from opera to choir
singing in the church to
groups like the Raelets
and the lkettes, the Sisters
Love are definitely into
their own thing. In fact,
they got together out of a
mutual desire to be indepengrs-7,:s
dent of other
and define a sound they
could develop.
Vermettya Royster is the
lead singer on the recording
dates, though all the girls
take a turn at the lead on
stage. She attended Florida
A&M University and has
been singing professionally

GUIDEPOST I
By CARLOTTA WATSON

for a number of years in
both operatic and gospel
surroundings.

Musing: How wonderful to be able to live in a -vorld like this,
at this time. A time when society make. 60 many conflicting demands upon those growing up in it. Society demands that we
develop generosity and thriftiness; be brave and cautious; bold
and prudent; considerate of others and self-seeking; modest and
able to speak up for yourself. Learning to react to these demands Is a challenge to your growth into maturity... Meet the
challenge.

Gwendolyn Berry, an or,
ginal member of the Sisters
helped to form the feminim•
quartet from girls out of the
Raekt.s. Lithe Fort, like the
other , girls, started singing
in church and adds balance
and counterpoint to the
group's sound. Jeannie Long
auditioned for the Sisters
when a former member
dropped out. Her low-keyed
voice adds depth to the (nun•
dation of the group.
At a recent soul food press
party for the Sisters on the
A&M Sound Stage, whieb
was packed to overflowing,
the group, in a well-polished
choreographed program.
towed its wares, and received a standing ovation
for its efforts.
But that happens everywhere the Sisters love perform,. from Caesar's Palace
in Las Vegas to PJ's in Hollywood to other major spe'
around the country.

Dear Carlotta:
I wgnt something candid about dating. I am 16 and I have
just moved into a new neighborhood where the kids are a lot different from my old friends. I guess I am unsophisticated and
maybe square, but I am just starting to cla'e. My parents are
worried about the change, and that makes me worried and a
little scared. My friends says when you don't know what to do,
the best thing to do is to try and go steady. What should I do?
E. L. H.
Is

Dear E. L. D.:
It will be hard to answer your question in three short senee
tences. I really want to tell you so many things. So I will answer
in two parts. Read this week and also next week on DATING. Tp.
go steady at 16 may seem to be an easy way out but it is not a.
For"
maturity.
and
growth
that
stilmulates
way
some young people it is a kind of cop out, a ,
way to avoid meeting challenges, and, let's face it, it's just a
bit cowardly 1f, you go steady you will always have someone
with whom to go to parties, with whom to participate in ..2ecial
affairs and school activities that involve boy-girl panne(
even if you think the boy is the greatest, you are limiting your-self at a special time in your life when you should be open tta.,77
new experiences and many new people. Often teen-agers go
steady because they feel a pressure from other students or
even occasionally tram their own families. Some students
settle for second or third best in their "steady" date because
they fear not going steady: they fear missing out on parties
and being out of the IN group. More about "A GOOD PATE" _..,
Next week.

1

/MAWS
LOAN

Memphians plan grand opening...
The Memphians, a local rock, Jazz, and Blues group will
celebrate their 1st Anniversary Dance and show at the
Showcase, Friday, August 13, starting at 10 p.m. Tickets
can be obtained at 2510 Keen St., or by calling 940-6131. The

members are (front row) Preston Shannon, Karl McKinney
and Julius Bradley; (bark row) Charles Norfleet, Archie
Bradley and Oscar Sales.

Outsiders join students play

1

.•
The Sisters Love are (left to right) Vermettya Royster,
Gwen Berry; Lillie Fort and Jeannie Long,
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Civil Service
tests begin
The Memphis Area Office,
U. S. Civil Service Commission, 167 Main st., Memphis,
Tennessee announced t h e
following additional tes t
dates for Tax Examiner
positions with the Memphis
Service C e nter. Internal
Revenue Service, at 3131
Democrat r d., Memphis.
Tennessee:
Saturday, Aug. 14, at 8:30
a. in. and 1 p. m.
Saturday. Aug. 21, at 8:30
a. m. and 1 p. in.
Saturday, Aug. 28. at 1
P m•
Tax Examiners work on
documents and data flowing
into, through, or emerging
from the automatic data processing system of the Internal Revenue Service. They

You don't have to be a
student to get into show
business at Memphis State
University. The cast members come from all walks of
life, as proven in Memphis
State University Theatre's
second summer production
"In The Matter of J. Robert
Oppenheimer."

detect, resolve, and correct
errors in data and other
related duties. Tax Examiners will receive free training with pay and developmental experience.
Tax •Examiners may begin
at $94 per week if they have
six months office or clerical
experience or a high school
education; and at $106.00
per week if they have a high
school education and six
months office or clerical
experience, or have one year
of office or clerical experience. The openings are for
permanent and seasonal employment beginning in January, 1972. Applicants may
take the test nos; for January
employment. • Interviewing
will begin in October, 1971.

Panthers fail again
at County courthouse
ed himself too biased to give
Janice Payne, Deputy Mina fair trial, and' allowed us
ister of Defense for the Memto take the case to another
phis chapter of the Black
county. But `, then three
Panther Party and other
months -later, before the
members of the "Memphis
case had a chance to be
16" made another trip to the
heard, he changed his mind
Shelby County courthouse
and recalled the ease and
Monday, but came away
said he would handle it himSlightly better off than when
self."
they entered.
William Allison, a move"When we arrived at the
ment attorney from Lexingcourthouse, we didn't know
ton, Ky., aid accomplish two
we were subject to re-arimportant feats in the Monsaid.
rest," Miss Payne
day visit . . .
"After we 'Rol there the
(1.) The Memphis 16 will
his
into
us
-judge called
have a trial by jury, and . .
the
explained
and
chambers,
(2.) the bonds were lowersituation.
ed from 83,000 to 81,000.
Miss Payne listed some of
"We had gone there oriAllison's "movement" acginally to notify the court
complishments as: winning
that we had changed lawythe "Militant three, a n d
cers and to get back our
Birmingham 6" cases.
right to a jury trial, which
If the grand jury does re"our first attorney, Russel
turn an indictment as exX. Thompson had advised
pected, the trial of the
is to waive.
Memphis 16 will if held on
"That was a mistake.
28.
October
proclaimJoe
Evans
Judge

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT

NO FINANCE CHARGE

on time.
Factory Rebuilt motors Ihstalled
time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on
Paint Jobs - cash or on time.
cash or easy payAll Body work and Wrecks built
ments, also Insurance jobs.
per week.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.

1.
2.
3.
4.

DID.
COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU

JEFFCOAT MOTORS

Opening on August 9 and
continuing through the 14, the
cast of "Oppenheimer," directed by Mr. Philip Giberson, includes a Memphis policeman, two radio announcers. tw( university professors, an attorney, and many
students.

The wide variety of 0,
cupations and ages of tnicast put "Oppenheimer" ,
an entirely different perste..
tit e than most other plas Moreover, the molding
gether of the aaors' differeie
backgrounds concerning this
historical hearing provides
greater dimension to this
dialectical drama

The drama will be stated
in a three-quarter round
arena style in the Main
Theatre of the MSU Speech
and Drama Building on Cen:
tral Avenue. 'elle reason for
All have been attracted by
the subject of the play; a' this type of limited seatin:
capacity is to stirtwlate an
documentary drama based
actual court hearik more
on the transcripts of the
visual
1954 security clearance hear-, realistically. Special
and auditory effects will also
ing .of J. Robert Oppen-

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

University Center Ticket Office. Seats may be reserved
by calling 321-1043.

be used.
Curtain time is 8:30 p m.
Tickets are on sale at the

heimer, the' -father of the
atomic bomb" whose views,
actions
'associations, and
were investlg,atel.

176 81 178 BEALE STREET JA 6...5300

RPM

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
MIDTOWN
SOUTH
1620 MADISON

1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

EDSUNDAY
OPEN 2):0111saveCLOS
Cash Register Receipts.
your

Be sure to

$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity'

Or MOM

BUSH'S FRESH BLACKEYES

630

lb

BUSH'S BEST CUT GREEN or
FRENCH STYLE

ae
by Joe Black
If this were the 19th century, we might understand people viewing one another with suspicion
and hatred. But this is the 20th century, when
automation, technological advances, and other
progress have given America its highest gross
national product ever-and the thrill and prestige
of putting a man on the moon. Sadly, these advances are also the cause of some of the current
unrest, because unemployment and under-employment prevent many U.S. citizens from enjoying
their fair share of the country's phenomenal
growth.

There are no quick titres for this nation's
like to offer a atop in the right
probienak, bat
direction:Education. In one of his hit songs, Ray
Charles tells us that understanding is the greatest
thing in the world, And education is the best tool
we have to bridge the understanding gap between
too,
the Black man and the white man. Then
while education helps us to understand the other •
to
man, it also provides us with the know-how
so we
solve or reduce some of our own problems

rd

DIAMOND

ALUMINUM FOIL 15c
3-LIMIT 12"x25" ROLL
BLUE PLATE

Of course, education does 'not guarantee
does
-,udden riches or a place in'Paradise. But it
new
today's
for
compete
to
chance
offera good
and better-paying positions-including corporate
executives, cabinet makers, and mechanics.
So, stay in school and do your best. Prepare

yourself for program,so you can make an economic
oOntribirtion to roar farnaly, yoar community, and
risrseit. Get k together and show that Black
proffer is the pond to pees power.

Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation •

• bog

Cubed
Steaks
1 -La. $1.19

LIBBY'S SLICED or CRUSHED
20-OZ,
3-TOTAL LIMIT CAN .

25e

GEBHARDT'S 3-LIMIT-In GRAVY

TAMALES 2uB.1CAN 250
2/

HUNT'S 6-0Z-

TOMATO PASTE /31
NEW RETURN BOTTLES

Franks
111. 62*

Pure Pork
Sausage

790

COCKTAIL

17

VLASIC POLISH

590

12 OZ. CAN

450

OSCAR MAYOR

LUNCHEON MEAT

DEL MONTE

lb.

Grade A
1Frytors
fb.

290

29C

JAR

Beef 930

Roast

z

46 OZ

SNOWDRIFT 42 OZ CAN

QT

Fred Moores

79c

CREAM STYLE GOLDEN

CORN

17-0Z. CAN

23cp

GELATIN

ROYAL
CUM

3-0Z. PKG.

10cp

SAVE FREDMONTEFI-

SMALL Fd MEATY
• 1 TO 3 LB. AVERAGE

SPARE
RIBS
58,Le.

SCOT ir)
TOWELS L'11:1-BLSO

SCOT.
TOWELS 2 iRuon
additional par.
With coupon and 55.00
rnerchan
chase, excluding vats& of coupon
Turanti-freiste,
disc (Fresh milk products,
compliIn
excluded
also
tobacco
keys and
Mid•xplres
ance with state law.) Coupon
night Wednesday, Aug. 18th
Week
One caisson Per Family Per

ic

Pffil PA

/ POI Pfil
‘
x,V I 1)11
P.4 PO' I

297 Vance Ave. Downtown

PH. 526 0373

is. 4-Awl 11.111 ,.

2/29c

DEL-MONTE

CENTER CUT CHUCK OR
SHOULDER CLOD U.S.D.A,
HEAVY

9. ent-Us
COCA COLA2/24-LIMIT

2 Lb. Bag

15 AZ.

DILL PICKLES

red Masted

18-0Z,

PINEAPPLE

29c

QT.

CHOICE

as oz. 23C

2-LIMIT SMOOTH

•••••
••••

3-TOTAL LIMIT

PEANUT BUTTER 49

•••••

VI ASIC

DOLE PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT

DRINK

2/29c

am.

SALT
KRAUT
MUT
6-TOTAL LIMIT
DELTA SLICED FRpZEN
inseam's$ DASH BEEF
an Lb.290
center
STRAWBERRIES 17(0
DOG FOOD
10-0Z.
3-LIMIT

PLUS DEPOSIT

can live better.

15-0Z.

PEAS or PURPLE HULL

BEANS 160z.6/990

OR REG, PINK

vs.

P.., es in the ad effective noon, Aug. 19th.rnidnight thri.
Aug 2515, -We reserve the right to limit Quantities. None
sold to dealers.

HAMBURGER
Patties

,fresh ground

31b. pkg.

foe&lack

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • 0 COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

.412 ••••

•••••••4 •••••4

4 'Mt

44,

P Pit

,

12 •

Page

SATURDA

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 197'

DEFENDER ,

AMUSEMENTS
VIE • TV

400.•
NOY"

4

• RADIO

ACROSS
2

Mina

3

dr

I. Uncle
12

4;Quarrel
8.11or in fha ring

13

14. Domesticate

40

4d iiii
4IIUI

44
48

111

'

all

32. Giro money

53
52I.

II

45. Ceid temps

7. Inward

31. Lemon drinks

4$. E4

S. Gatos

32. Own

it

00. plant i.e.,

30, Rbbut

01111

lUll
11111

49, 5..gge.t.on

Neel

ii

Mil

22. Portions

29.

27

lUll
50
32
31Ill
35
t
38

20. fang door

27. Plain: dome

1,4

33

IS Building location

24. Vary

25

29 1

17'. Canary homes

26. Cools

III

24 1

IS. Si..e back

19. Morn or NJ

.

Ullil
JIIIII
iv

18
20 21

II

51. 5,me.i dreetion

34. Woodland

9. look path

36. Soar

10. Prayer ending

37. Creates

I. Sleep

52. poller ilIi

16. Use•stopwatch

38. Strong cord

53. Pigpen

17. Fondle

40. Cabbage disk

19. Walk

41. Smoker's item

I. Ti"., of rasped

20. Moved in water

43. Picnic pests

7. ,E.,..1

21. tardy

45. Score a Wie301i

1 4,
3. Bees .

23. Emplovi

4. Stew

15.•Windovr blind.

42. Conflicts

5. 5'1111op+aisgs

27. Devoid a light

44 Noy&

6. Mali hovering'

211. Sight optima

31 Myself
34. tese color
DOWN
35. Siipaurnarliot
37 Shy
39. Inquires
40. EON tiro

.

HOROSCOPE

III

15

17. liblical name
13 :Game on
horsebeck

III

10

1.1.41 .Jul 24
.106 2.3), A slight
is
po,,,Ible:
your 50131110.3
111 dealing with it will be noted hy
stone.e who already admires 3,11.1
The health of a member of the
family C1/111.3 Cause concern.
tAug 24 - Sep 231: Conelicting litfluences may make It 1111Ileult for You to make tip Yoh,
mind
today. Leave important mat lel
MACES, tFeli 20 • Mar 20i Someone may ask your maroon on a as late as possible, when It will lie
delleate matter. Don't 'commit your- easier to reach 1113,18101W If you have
last
something.
title is a time woe.
self, or you may be blamed for the
105 nlay find
results, An unkind remark !ono a new
'MIRA 'Seri 24 - Oct 231: Don't
acquaintance may hurt >OW ignore
let oth.r people push you Into operating more •han you can afford, and
be prepared to explain your [inane,.
PPM* hut. A giaal turn you slid tor
You SonleOne else i.e about to he repart,
.4111En i St Sr 21 - A hr 201
It ....1.1 expect some muddle over the
SCORPIO roct 24 - Nov 221. A
r an important cent neighbour would like to be f riendlY
Get this oleo red ari Os soon as you with gum anti yo// should cocrotcl,r
All Re sonnet:NI or
°octets In this friendship. This is a good day
lit mi., and bewa.e of al
, for fi.‘1, particularly if YOU are cook'
Fcc.,
Intl it,
SAGITTARIUS • Nov 23 • Dec 201,
flirt hO '11l.w.
to & '051troyersio I
I
21
.v 211 one di...MO or agree to something which
ic•
NU
You believe to he wrong_ This ot a
ot a
it,...0.11`01:1. .01 ott good day for dealing with f arnilY
I "cm! is • h nary,. It you with it. scatters.
leio ion 311t1 .1101.111 S, 1 get ,r, touch
Dee 21 - Jan 20.. You
SI rth )011,
are likely tnote risked to hello others
in an important function. youl will
enjoy this more than, ou dare to
think. You. rOl11/1 Wil1 the frieedsh.p
Ii ,1151 ,511 a, 22 21 , Beo
of lettrog
..71, he "whop.- St a very influential person,
see
' Tr,
ria ooe "'laic relic,
others as ashl Rehire emir, g Log on
TODAY'S BIHTHDAV
fry number
zna he sire
•
//log
of minor worries connected with Caclear aloha
espenre
may lite will occur in - the coming
year. hut the actions or 313111e1111e close
•
will solve a lot of problefos ant
leave yOU more t into to enjoy yotir•
Li 23i
I .451 ER ,
.22
.11
of .ottleohe (l h.,
t ,ing to self. Yokir financial Inaltinn wt:i lm•
noon
se,y peeve on the year progresses. The
,f
ihod I.
,tir, • me m
voting inay establish an important
rtlon.iuIp it it it someone of .he ay -

46. Rodent
47. .sacret agent

Sports Quiz 1

49. Ws/nation of
surprise

i
1

Buy U.S. Bonds

What

What

3.

How

5.
6.

7.

WMC (NBC)

790

\VMPS

680

WMQ51

1480

WPIP

1590
600

WRFC (CBS)
WTNN

1380

STATIONS

FM

DIAL

KI.YX

101.1

WCBC

91.1

WIIBQ

105.9

WMC

99.7

WMPS

97.1

WREC

102.7

IVTCV

104.5

Sale of
Bourbon
increases
nd

Bourbon will reach its 182September
birthday in
Rev.

the

hitter 1-0 in the

13th.

rink?

3.

Fourty-two inches.

football coach
is known as "Big Red":

'4:

Alex

5.

The

St.

did.

but

is

a

pro

NFL
Joe

club

f irs t

Webster

What is the record num ber of points scored in
N F L championship
an

by

were outbiddei

1950 it

the

(the

the

biggest ever at the time)

hhas

been

in

its

growth
cYcle
in
was far from being

leader

whiskey.

in

the

world

Post-war

ages limited

of

short-

production

The Chicago Bears scored

7

points

against . t,he

and

distribution.

In Chicago.

But

by
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1950.

of

- sales had

reached

ket. They had
that.

20

would
that

record.

901 E. McLemore

In

sales

1970.

Reg. $20
Permanents
$15

gallons. This- represents
American

We Honor.
ALL CREDIT CARDS

Pratcher for your manicure and all
lilt/;
lay glatye //: •

Mrs. Laura McInture, Mrs. Mattie Lockhart & Miss Minnie
Taylor.

MYERS TIRE
SERVICE
Laaderdale

774-6314
Application for MAJORITY TO MINORITY
TRANSFERS may be m•de in Room 104 of the
Attendance Division of the Board of Education
located at 2597 Avery, Further information ;n
regard to this type transfer can be obtained
by calling 323-11311 end asking for the Attendance Division.

Venetian Blinds
Vertical Blinds
Austri•n Shades
Decorative Wood
Shades
Floor Coverings
Hugs Room Size
Carpet

ASSORTED
HEM STYLES
VARIETY OF TRIMS

Bath Room Carpels
Linoleum
, Inlaid Vinyl
Vinyl Tile

WILLIAMS
11_11
'7
AAIkA

6:30
7:30
8:0(1
8:30
11:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:05

World Premiere html,
News
The Tonight Show
News And Weather
TV Chapel

whis-

WEDS EsDAY
AEG. Ii
The Men From Shiloh'
The O'connor Show
The Gold,'lagers
on-the-Scene News
The Tonight Show
News
And
Weather
TV chapel

6:30
7-30
0.00
9:00

7:00
7:30
0
10:00
0
10
8:30
11.30
1:00

6:30
7'30
030
10.00
10:30
1130
1:00

/1200
0:
:3°
12:05

6,30
7:30
8:60
11:30
8:30
6:30
10:00
10:30
11:30
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Men At Law
To Rome With Love
Nledical Center
Hawaii Five-0
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Movie
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6:30 The Interns
7:30 Andy Gritf ith Show
8:00 Friday Night Moyle
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:30
12:35
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Boniface

TM! 16111) NY
19
Smith And Jones
Bewitched
Danny Thomas
Dan August
Music Festival
Inalogue
s.yenitness Newts
Suspense Theater
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Ten O'Clock News
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Johnny Scott Show
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10:00 Eyewitness News
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9:30 Globetrotters
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• 10:00 A
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2:30
00
12:30
3:00
1:30
4:00
5:50
4:30

WKNOTV

1:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
5:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

e
staM
rdly
'
nkl: Mut tley
The Jetsons
Beaver
Early Movie
Untamed World
Perry 3/ason
Nw.

e"'possible
6:
:00
30 8
311.s
cskion wrin
reyeSons
.
ThT
830
7:30
8:50
Mary Tyler Moor.
91110 NI annix
111:00 Ten °Tics* News
10:30 Late Moyle
130ath,
The:tit.e
w
100. Swat!,,
121
And
1:35 Sign Off

HIIBQ-TV
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6
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0
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LaLanne
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8:00
5
8:30 Galloping Gourmet
$ Movie
9:00

12:00 Vol urvham

SPEAS VINEGARS

He

. _

TUESDAY.
AUGUST 17
4:30 Navy Film
6:00 Legacy
7:00 Perepective On
Violence
8:00 30 Minutes
8:30 Artists In America
9:00 Sir Lawrence Oliver
WEDNESDAY.
AUGUST 15
6:00 Music For Cello
7:00 French Chef
7:39 BohoquiVari
8:00 Firing Line
9:00 Court Of Re5600
THUINDA
AUGUST II.
6106 Legacy
7:00 Review Washington
7:30 Insight
8:00 To Be Announced
8,30 Boni, Best
900 National Theater of
Deaf

there

like mo

would
,.oudtry
rd was
bra cod
and w
I

leachin
mad.

'if

and "s
-

,

CLASSIFIED ADS
LADIES

again before
dash Tabasco sauce. Shake
/
4 cups.
serving. Yield: 11
FREE: Vinegar Booklet with recipes and
unusual uses for vinegar. Write Spas*
Company. 2400 Nicholson Avenue,
City, Missouri 64120.

Kan-

II

the

match
,could

DISTILLED,

SPEAS
DRESSING
HOMEMADE ITALIAN
a jar. Shake
Combine the following inVinegar,
1 cup
1
4 cup Speas
vigorously./
teaspoon
teaspoon salt, 1/2
salad oil, 1
celery salt,
teaspoon
1
2
white pepper, /
dry
cayenne, 1/4 teaspoon
114 teaspoon
garlic, minced, and
mustard, 1 clove

to

w
his life

sl • 51)5v.
AUGUST 15
Toy Thal Grew lip
The StanOwells
Navy Film Of Week
Insight
Court Of Reason
Pro Tennis
Book Beat
Evening At Pope
Ma,serplece Theatre
Fanfare

310 N DAV l'HRD
EIIIDA V. NOTE
DAILY CHANG725
2:00 Children's Fair
2:30 Journe'
3:00 Sesame Street
4:00 What's New
4:30 The Way It Is
• 5:00 All Aboard
5:30 MIsterogers
6:00, Science In Action
6:30 Travels
7:00 World Press
8:00 Realities
•
9:00 O'Hara DI Arnerfra•
Newmpa pee

:00 Bewitched
11
1 1:30
Love Am. Style

ever because the dressing's
homemade with Speas.

.)nd gol

Channel 10

tossing the salad ... the best

sas

a

week at

2reatest

He'll love taking his turn at

SERVICES OF OUR
INTERIOR
DECORATOR
ARE YOURS FOR
THE ASKING.

a
se

le,‘he
L'e
eewk
l':"
s
00 n
fl tthV,
9:50190::3
rio•,
s5
101.330
0 skyRiink
1
11:00 Motor Mouse
Hardy
12:00
100 Am, Batltintoflhl

grand old name ineinegar - Speas.

fiPPLE CIDER •

T1 elsDA 1r
AUG. 17
Shot Squad
Movie
Call Of West
Eyewitness News
Suspense Theater
Dick Cavett
Norio.ti News

al
1 eroine
. 214
7:30 lieriNe7k
8.00 Lancelot Link
Jerry

Hand him this recipe for

YOU BUY.

Eyewitness News
Theater
'‘i.
S
MUspense
Digk caret
Night..ti New.

.
7:25

Dressing and a bottle of that

SAMPLES Al YOUR
CONVENIENCE.
LOW
PRICES. SEE US BEFORE

0,1.1
Newlywed Game
Vent Good Year

FRIDAY
AUG. 211
,
1:00 NJghttar New
6:30 Brad, Bunt it
row
& Prof
Na
7 00
7:30 Partridge Faintly
8:00 That Girl
9:00 Love Amer. Siyie
10:00 Eyewitness New.
10:30 Bill Dance
11:00 Sports Challenge
11:30 Dick Cavell
1:00 Nightcap New"

Speas Homemade Italiah Salad

SHOP AT HOME. WE WILL
BRING

Ag

supply

Conventi

Turn your husband
into a salad hero.
Custom Tailored

order to
.unimer,

70
6
;0
:30)
Ro
''obm
i'.22.F'
2
:39 5th Ihmens tort
8:30 Reg Hubbard
NFL
_Tlyewitness News
A"hn
'
ense
Theater
:::3003°
0
110
019:30
Dick Ca vett
1:00 Nighloap News

12:05 Sign Off

8:00
10:00

picture. P

WEIINEsDAY

c,,d
11ick w:aetaabs
Te,
n,,,0.5
,,
0 N
11%
2 00
Tm MovIe
1030 Late

790
:30
6,

it u
rorman a

f.ining

5:30 1.2,10N551:A55:

MONDAY
AUG. 16
Gunsmoke
Here's Lucy
Mayberry R.F D.
Doris Da u Show
The Newcomer,
Ten O'Clock News
Late Movie
News And Weather
Sign Off

W9:
4
Di.
NG S

THURsD V
AUG. 19
Arition Playhouse
Ironside
Get Smart
Dean Martin Show
on.the-Seene News
The Tonight Show
News And
Weather
TV chapel
FRIDAY

The High Chaparral
Football Con.
7,39 Amer
10300 On-the-Scene NeW3
,
10,30 The Tonight Show • 'y
News
And Weather
12/4119
13:05 TV chapel
SATURDAY
AUG. 21
6,45 TV Chapel
6:50 The Mid•South Farmer
7,00 Tom Foolery Show
7:30 Heckle & Jeckle Shhw
0:00 Woody Woodpecker
8:30 The Bugaloos
300 Doctor Doolit t le
9:3;0 The Pfnk Panther
1000 11,R. Purnstrif
10:30 Here Comes Grump
II :OD Hot Dog
lb :30 Talent Showcase
12:00 Hitchkock Presents
/2:39 Sewing Miff
1,00 NW' Maj. Lea. Base.
4:00 The Country Fla,
4:3() The Rhodes Show
5:00 Porter Wagoner Show
3,30 The Wilburn Brothers
0:00 On-the-Scene Neva
6130 not Ole Nash. Music
7:00 Face To Taw
7:30 Sat. . Night Moyiet
7} 10:00 One-the-Scene News
19:313 The Channel 5 Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel

5
1,11
.5.411'
S
.411

TVESDAV
AUG. 17
6.30 Beverly
7:00 Green Al.te.
7:30 Cimarron Strip
9:00 t RS News HOW
10,00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 Late 3Invie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off

Art:. .75

WINDOW
TREATMENTS
•
•
•
•

110Si DAY
Atli. 16
Front A Hird's-F,ye

0UO3 g000
300 0002 0000
0000000 00000
0000 000010ff
3000 000030
00000 0000 00
000 00000 BOO
00 OEM 001000
000000 0000
000000 0E100
00000 0000000
MOB MUM 1:100
DOM gam moo

SUPERIOR Gomm-LOW PRICE- UNIXCILLEI)
WORKMANSHIP- TAII/ST TIRNS-QUICK SERVICI
sin ISTIMATTS WITHOUT 051.H3ATI0N

This advertisement ro-opens transfer requests gply for MAJORITY TO MINORITY situations. (Those who seek to transfer from a
school where their race is in the MAJORITY to
a school where their race will be in the MINORITY.) NOTE TO PATRONS - Please bring
it,. pupil's report card or the pupil's green
pro-registeratlen card whiffs applying for the
Brassier mentioned above.

BOARD OF EDUCATION
MEMPHISCVITSCHOOLS

total

6:30
7:30
8:30
900
10 00
10:30
12110
12:05

were 84.240.-

WIDE SELECTION
Blemished Tire Sale!
30% Off Reg. Price

pany.

Any person who has already made an application for a MAJORITY TO MINORITY TRANSFER
should not make a new request as thio original
request is in the process of being handled.
Requests of patrons for all other type transfers will be processed immediately after the
closing of requests for MAJORITY TO MINORITY
TRANSFERS on AUGUST 13, 1971.

double

key market.

Located on the side of June's Big Star. The shop is now
having its Back to School Special for the month of August.

Consult Miss Debra
your beauty needs.

no idea then
later. sales

than

more

Bourbon
000

years

53% of the

Th. Board of Education has been directed by
Federal Court Order to re-open for a period ct
time the right of patrons to request MAJORITY
TO MINORITY TRANSFERS. The time in which
this typo transfer can be requested begins
THURSDAY, AUGUST 5, 1971
and closes at
4:30 P.M.,,. FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 1971. Those
pupils who voluntarily request transfers under
this provision will be provided free transportation to the school of their choice on regular
routes operated by th• Memphis Transit Com-

mar-

Am er i c an whiskey

4dd/a
661.40 Seziew

6:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
1205

a new high of 33.929,000 gallon
'
s and claimed 23', of the-

TO PATRONS OF THE
MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS:

1,30
im
a 00
10:00
31)
12:00
12:05

Make Deal
Newlywed Game
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Life
Pasaveuril
Real McCoys
Gilligan's Island
Evewtt nes. News
ABC News

7114 Selene. Action
7:30,Chureh ,
800 Southern Chun%
8:30 Christ Is Answer
,Troth
glh,
ilit olblet.
oi
9:00 lia
9:30
10:00
5 mo,..
1,,,i
reil, (leant
itici.,
10:30 S
10:45 Bellevue Baal.
12:00 Fret, Conf.
w s
12:30 Issues & Ans•r
1:00
2:30
ris Zitiial
hyllaircii‘ntZ"
Tw
2:45 P
3,00
ishow,
.
e
t Zot
81'i:T71ih
:
3,30 s
4,00
5:00 Sun Showcase
y
us4oWeclab''s
i
6-00 Irarc
71:
1. IS
7:00 The $
6:01) Movie
Your
News
1015r30
do
l'
'
e:
s
11:00 1 SPY

SVNIDAV
.%1%. 15
6:58 Sign On
7:00 Summer Semester
7:30 Songs Of Praise
800 Tom And Jerry
830 Penelope Pittston
0:00 Day Of Diacovery
9,30 Look tip And Live
10100 Camera Three
10:30 Face The Nation
11:00 The Monroes
12,00 Early Movie
2,00 Pinpoint
2:30 AA11. Track
4:00 Laurel And Hardy
4:30 Where'. Huddles
5:00 News
5:30 News
0:00 Laesle
,
6:30 Animal World
7:00 I !timed y Playhouse
7:30 hoony And ("her
8:30 Size Wives Of Henry
10:00 i1413 News
10:15 Late Slade
12.00 With This Ring
12:15 News And Weather
13,20 Sign Off

TUESDAY
AUG. 17
6:30 The Bill I'osby Show
7:00 Make Your Own Music
800 Tuesday Night Nlovles
10.00 On-the-Scene News '
1(L30 The Tongtht Show
News And
Weather
1200
,
TV Chapel
1205
,

1940.
6.

70
of

modern

.•
Bourbon started

When

Redskins

e

type.

current

lure

the

years.

Y

the Jets who used a

$400.000

20

Cardinals

Louis

Washington

I laddix

last

But

d

earning honors of a different

Giants.

Nemeth?

Where was the first AllStar game ever played?

of

no-

Craig

1789.

to a

first

12:30
100
130
2:00
2:30
300
3:30
400
4:30
5:00

0,15 Summer Seineeter
6:45 Above Clouds
7:00 Good Morning
7:50 New.
8:15 capt, Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9,30 Beverly Hillbillies
1000 Family Affair
10:30 Love Or Life
11:00 Where The Heart le
11:30 Search For
Tommorrow
12:00 News
12:30 World Turns
2:00 Love /a .
.
1:30 Golding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Gomer Pyle
'3:30 114arly Movie
5:00 News
5:30 Walter crook ite

SUNDAY
AUG. 15
7:15 Television Chapel
7:20 Miss Game & Fish
7:30 The Lewis Family
8,25 Religious News
8:30 The Florida Boys
9,30 The Oils Mays Show
10:00 Cartoon Carnival
11:00 Magicland
1130 Jamho
1200 Baaehall
12:30 ClOseup
100 Lally Named candlle
1:30 Special-Stars di Stripes
300 Movie
4:00 Alfred lieteheoek
430 CloseoP
3,00 I •,,,rtnent
3:30 NBC Sunda) Neivs
8.00 On -1 ne-Seene News
:30 'I'h e Won Wrld.DIn
7.30 'roe fled Skel!on Show
8 00 Bonanza
900 The Bold ones,
10:00 ()n.t he-Scene Niwe
10:30 Adam-I2
11:00 l'hannel S Movie
12,30 Final Report
12,35 TV Chanel
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fact that
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200 feet by 86 feet.
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size
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game?
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wide
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560

America's native spirit back

2.

What

WIIBQ

WI)LA

Elijah

bowling

What

730
990

over 12 innings on 'May
26, 1959 against (ho

the

alley?
1.

KSI.TD
KWAM

WREC-TV
CHANNEL 3

CHANNEL

5
6.53 TV Chanel
7:00 Today
.
7:25 Today Mid-South
7:30 Today Show
8,25 Today In Memphis
8:30 Today Show
9:00 Romper Room
9:30 ioneentration
10,00 Sale Of ('entury
10:30 H'wood Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who. What or Where
12:00 On-Scene News
12:30 Memory Gann
1:00 Days Of Ldves
11311 Doctors
2:00 Another World
230 Bright Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Bug Valley
430 Hagel
5:00 On-Scene News

most

is

hockey

MONDAY THR1J FRIDAY
WMC-TV

DIAL

Pirates got 38 In a .111V

hatters in a row?
2.

AM STATIONS

major league
retired

pitcher

TV PREVIEW

On Your
Radio Dial

ASO .5111Un Jot 21 • Feb 1111, If
3011 fire having more di f ticulty with
asloe.relationship you win rind
that tolerance and kindness will help.
Yoi, must be prepi red to he extra
hosy, hat you will find the results
worthwhile.

Ears $300/mo. ii
inOre pa r t -t ime!
Set your own working hours,
for yourself how much you willDecide
earn.
No experience necessary. We'll train
you to demonstrate our beauty product, made excluglvely for
Hurry-Write
Jolla
P.O. Box 11108,
Shreveport, Louielana 71120
3944 OAHRHIRE. Lovely 3br, home,
carpeted L.R.. built-in oven di range,
carport, cyclone fenced yard. on City
Bue•ROute. sumo,00. $300.00 Down,
Bettye Phillips
743.2156 Worthem Realtv Co.,
357-8803

Nana,.

HOME FOR SALE
500 COLGATE, Bargain, Etv Owner. 4
hoOroomo, I 2 baths.,fa
kitchen,
cdrport,
gaInge
Beautiful
ag lot. 'Walk to School. FHA 94*3

DEFENDER
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Sports Horizon
661.66.

••••••

mk•or

4

Lining it up...
Lining it up. That's what Mr. Ted Craft, a Freight, Checker
Forman at the Defense Depot Memphis, is doing in this
picture. Putting is Just one of the strokes he is practicing is
order to do well at a golf tournament in Scandinavia this
summer. The Depot is a maojr field activity of the Delenge
set)* Agency.

All feted
by Alphas

l'p

Former heavyweight
champion Muhammad Ali
could easily have been called the "super-star" when
he made a delayed appearance at the 05th Anniversary
Convention of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. Inc., to receive an award that had
heen set for presentation
at a public meeting last
week at the now famous St.
Boniface Catholic Church, in
Milwa iikee.
In making the presentation of the "Alpha Phi Alpha
of Honor," the
Award
zroup's highest award, Judge Morial said. "We make
this presentation to you in
recognition of your dedinot
cation and concern
only for human rights and
man's dignity, but your per••onal conviction and •.ourage to stand up for your beliefs, and the .8-0 decision of
the U. S. Supreme Court upheld your position which was
done at a tremendous sacrifice. We realize that it was
your toughest fight, but your
greatest victory, one that
mankind can never forget.
and we are all better off
because of you, Ali."
The former world's champion's first statement alerted the more than 1.000 in attendence just what to expect. "I am happy to receive this award . . .and it is
on BLACK WOOD." The
fraternity s colors are black
and gold.
He told his audience that
there was mice the time in
his life when he believed
like most of my people "that
I would be fighting for my
comitry, "which he explained was before he had embraced his present religion
and was exposed to the
teachings of Elijah Muham•
mad. He said that regardless
of the outcome of his return
match with Joe Frazier he
would retire from the ring
and "spend the rest of my

By BILL LITTLE
Sports Action Inc., who are promoting the two
pro exhibition games here in Memorial Stadium, received another jolt at the box office when Joe Namath
was injured in Tampa against Detroit last Saturday
night. Broadway Joe had guided the Jets to a 14-0
lead over the Lions when he injured his left knee in
the second quarter. Namath's seven year career with
New York has found the ex-Alabama passer in the
headlines. The self reformed exponent of the good life
had indicated that maturation had finally set in and
that getting the Jets back on top was his prime objective.
Namath had to sit-out most of last season after
sustaining a broken wrist last October. Namath attempted to tackle Detroit's Mike Lucci who had recovered a Jet fumble.- Namath missed the tackle as
linebacker Paul yaumoff fell across his knee: At first
it was believed that the Jets' ace would be out for the
season. However after an operation last Sunday in
New York, a club official was optimistic that Broadway Joe could start throwing again in November.
Mike Lynn, who still' feels that Memphis can land
a pro franchiser was hopeful that Namath would be
healthy for the Jets' Sept. 10th date with the New
England Patriots. The game suffered some when the
Patriots unexpectedly cut their Most Valuable Player
earlier. Memphian John Bramlett, known around the
league as the-suicidal linebacker because of his reckless tackling, was cut and later traded to Green Bay.
The Patriots will have another Memphian in their
line-up in the person of veteran defensive tackle Houston Antwine. The ex-Manassas star went to the Patriots after starring at Southern Illinois.
HUMPHREY SOUGHT
If the Oakland Raiders had their way Mernphians
would be deprived of the chance to watch All-Pro defensive end Charles Humphrey. A few weeks ago in
the Raiders camp at Santa Rosa, Calif. it was rymored
that Atlanta might be interested in giving up Humphrey if Oakland could help the Falcons.

life preaching to my people.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Black people trying to get
Place Your Order Now
them to unite.•'.
For Individuals And Groups
According to All, before
the Black man in AmerCALL, WRITE or WIRE
ica can consider himself to
TAILORS
CUSTOM
have
fivimerhe
must
be free
ship of land
-All people want some
land. Jobs are good, hut until we can make our own
JA 7-9320
air planes control our ossr.
Memphis, Tenefesse•
(re,
are
not
we
airlines
For Atli
The pl,ght of the Black ma:,
"YOUR Gomm/ Mobilo What You Aik
Creates What You Think or
in America is had, N
fought the Germans . .the
Japs . . and they both are
ahead of Blacks in Ameri.a
and the day after the w;, !
in Vietnam is over, the 'Viet
cong would he here and
ahead of us. Blacks don
have a tooth pick facto0,
TENNIS PRO ARTINAW ASNE,
and we won't have progress27 EARNED %/40,000 IN
ed until we are owners of
TOuRNAMENTS LAST YEAR,
land and producers. "he
WINNING II OF THE 30 /41
warned.
WHICH HE COMPETED.
Ali estimated that his three
year absence from the ring
costed him in income apS EARNINGS RANKED HIM
proximately $10 million, but
JUST IREIHNO TENNIS' TOP
has
he
success
despite his
moNEY mAice,q ROD LAVER.
not once forgot from whence
he came. "1 walk in the
\Silk
'
ghettos. I visit my brothers
141 ea
-'
in the alleys. 1 don't forget
my people. My brothers
gave me this award for my
ASNE LEARNED
courage. but I realize that
THE GAME A.5
I'm as big as you can get,
A YOUNGSTER,
yet. I'm not free. "he said.
WHEN HE BORROWED A RACKET
All pointed out that there
TO PMY ON THE PUITLIC COURTS
finalized
has been nothing
OF HIS NAT/YE RICHMOND VA
lecproposed
concerning his
ture trip to South Africa
VIEFIRST BLACK /MEMBER
and he would not make the
OF THE LAS. OAVIS CUP TEAM,
organirights
"civil
tour if
THE 6 FOOT / INCH STAR IS
zations advise that I should
FAMOUS FOR H/5 SPEED; 500M/NU
not, since other atheltes
SERVE, SUPER/OR BACKHAND AND TOP
like Author Ash were not
SPIN FOREHAND DRIVES,
permitted to play.

Iii Our Time
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Drive Carl Carson out of town

-WAY
ONE
MOVINO VANS

wow THE NATIONAL U.S,
fiyE
OPEN hv /968 AND WAS RANKED

Will Give You More Food for
Less Money . . . . and you'll still t

TOP
PILLSBURY
CAKE MIXES

SPOTLIGHT
BEAN
COFFEE

E SIAM

rim T IMO

CHICKEN

COUNTRY CLUB

AND UP

MOTHER'S
.
BEST
CORN MEAL

FRESH TENDER
PICNIC STYLE

PLAIN or SELF-RISING

it. 5-LB.
BAG

BELL PEPPERS
COUNTRY
or
STYLE
SLICED BACON CUCUMBERS

, BREAD

AVE
ERVE
WIENERS

THE NATION'S TOP COLLEGE PLAYER
WHILE AT 1/CIA //I /96/.,, AN ROTC CAVE/
IN COLLEGE, IIE SERVED TWO YEARS IN
THE ARMY AS A LIEUTENANT

N. G. KINKS(

Le n Yvith 1 Economy Roll

au

• 3431 SUMMER
• 5237 POPLAR
• 3118 THOMAS (HWY. SI N.)
• 2574 LAMAR
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH

334-4406
682-1661
354-45115
743-5370
396-0995

CARRY 5 YEA!
ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES
WARRANTY
NATIONWIDE FACTORY
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irt..t int.!
Decide
iii earn.
'II train
ftY prolecke.
wt
20
horne,
range,
on City
I Down,
743-2158
357-6803
---- miner. 4
kitchen, e
teautitul•
IA HE-•

FAMILY PAK
• Lrf 4 ttr
B-LBS.
'
LB..

3-LBS.
1-0Z.
PKG.

L. I. GATLIN la.

$29995

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makeS loading
a snap • Super•Surga washing action—needs little or no
pro rinsing • 4 Cycles—indialing Plate Warmer.

'199"
ley se Aces
Conuissi Pq MN

with 1 pkg Kioger 14-qt.
100 Non-Fat Dry Milk
0 .,,h 12 pkgs. Drrrk Ard
with 2 pkgs. Country Oven
Cookthl

5
50
50 with 2.1bs. or more Ground
Chuck, Round or C d. Sirloin
50 wrth 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
_
Center-Cut Pork Chops
, 50 with 2 pkgs. Fryer
Breast, Legs or Thighs

with any pkg. B-B-0
,25 Spiced
Meat
50 with 7.1bs. Kentucky Farm
Sausage
Pork
25 wlth 1 -lb. Kentucky Farm

9-5 Kroger Shced

100
EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and $5.00 purchase,

Jet Action 1•18
Model WAS

WASHER

Reynolds Wrap

50 with six 3-0r. pkgs. Jelly

Pork 'Sausage
with any 8--oz. or

61.1)11411•1 • 16 6 v., 11.

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-16. size freezer

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

REGULAR or
"MADE-with BUTTERMILK"

CO.

APPLIANCE

YELLOW
CORN

PORK ROAST

• CATFISH
STEAKS

L I. GATLIN

RED, RIPE and SWEET

ALL-BEEF
WATERMELON
HAMBURGER

Frigidaire Range Wires
off door, big storage drawer

egcluding tobaCeo and
fresh or frozen milk
products and In addition to any other putplash requirement.

Good thru Tuft.. Aug.
17. Limit one.

Closed Sunday

1 Tbr.

8

9
10
11

12

Lunch Meat

w.th any pkg.
95 Mrs. Weaver's Di
▪

50 with 2 pkgs. Cutup
Frying Chicken

CRISCO
SHORTENING
3-LB. CAN or
CRISCO OIL 48-0Z.
EA.

3

25 W'fh 39C or more Bananas
25 with 7.1bs. of Onions
25 with 3-lbs. of Apples
25 with a dozen Lemons
25 woh 5-lbs. Potatoes

15
16
17
18
19

With this coupon and

55.00 addltIonai pu,..
chase, enciuding tobacco end trash or
frozen milk products.
((000 trot/ Tuelday,
Aug. 17, Limit One.

iduisloct to spi•lcabie
State & Local Takosj.

EXPIRES 8/11/11

Make the *PANTRY TEST! I
Check Our Prices We Do!
SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE!
Baking Needs

Treasury Food Centers' Pantry Test.
*Listed on this page are just a few of
the thousands of everyday low prices at
the new Treasury food centers. You'll find
many of the items that you buy regularly
listed here.
Check the prices on items purchased
elsewhere—jot them down opposite Treasury's price. You'll be amazed at the sav—
ings — on item after item. Remember,
.too — these are Treasury's everyday low
prices — not specials!

0

Mussel mans

Cereals
Treasury Price

Post

NUTS tLAKES12.1.0.. 40'
GRAPE
Pno
39'
SUGAR CRISP 10 oz.'Box
39c
18 or. Box
TOASTIES

Other's
Price

TUNA
SPAM

9 1/4 or. Can

12.z.can

MINUTE RICE

(4 or. Box

SAUCE
APPLE
Hunts
PEACH
Stokley

58c
59c
481:

Scot Towels freasury

24 oz. Can 661:

BEEFARONI (FRANCO AMERICAN
SPAGHETTI O'S

The finest meat in Memphis
Priced for Total Savings.

1501. Can

33c

151 z ot. Can

181:

Soups
Treasury Price

C m pbe I I 's

BEEF NOODLE SOIjP101a or Car 21
Campbell's
or. Can 19'
VEGETABLE BEEF
Campbell's

Other's
Price

Price

Other's
Price

CHIX BROTH

133/4 or. Can

...WE SELL THEM LOWER!

ference,

Treasury Price
Ore Ida

ALPHABITS
HONEY COMBS

13 oz Box
12 or. Box

Gala

Frozen Foods
Other's
price

HASH BROWNS 32 or. Bag 34'
Sara Lee
CREAM CHEESE CAKES 17 or. 89'
9 Or. Can 321:
AWAKE

52'
53'

FRUIT LOOPS
Keilogg's
RICE KRISPIES
JUMBO PAK
CHEERIOS
OUAKER OATS

'1 or. Box

10 or. Box

36'
44'

15 oz. Box

79'
5/'

42 or. Box

67'

PEARS

Treasury Price

PEANUT BUTTER 18 or. Jar 65'

Other's
Price

Other's
Price

34c

The finest products of America's outstanding
tarms, gardens, orchards, Offered at peak of flavorful freshness — every item priced for Total Savings!

Del Monte

2Armou
44'

PEACHES

16 oz. Can

25'

Del Monte

FRUIT COCKTAIL

15 oZ. Carl

30'

the reasury
food centers

3130 Lamar Street

Whiteh3yen
5256 Highway 51, South

4 Roll Pak

45'
23'
41'

18'
23'

Others
Price

Drinks, Juices
Treasury Price
Welch

JUICE 40 or. Btl.
GRAPE
V-8
COCKTAIL JUICE 46 oz Can 43'
135
27 or. Jar
TANG
O JUICE 46 oz. Can 38'
TOMAT
MonteDl
IpboeE DRINK 46 or. Can 291:
plclegArJE JUICE 46 oz. Can 36C
CRANBERRY JUICE 32 or. Btl. 53c
10 Qt. Box 139
DRY
•
Lipton MILK
lOO

ct.

1 ti

COFFEE MATE 16 °z'68'
32 or. Btl.

GATORADE

Others
Pr ice

Treasury Price
Heinz

P
CATSU
Hunts
CATSUP

2002. Btl.

38'

31c

beatc
in M
leder
claim
19, 11
city
warn
Thaa!
three
Tucki
retur
charg
IT
attort
stand
1238 .
on th
two p
squad

'
14 or. ,Btl. 25
20 or. Jar

39'

3/c
1000 ISLAND DRESSING
SANDWICH SPREAD 16 or. Jar 45'
.^, shbone
FRENCH DRESSING 16 or. Bottle 61,
Others
Price

Treasury Price

CORN
10 or. Can
CORN
Del Monte
17 or. Can 25'
SWEET PEAS
Vlasic
32 or. Jar 32'
KRAUT
SAUER
Stokley
SHELLIE BEANS 16 oz Can 22'
Delmonte Blue Lake
16 or.
GREEN BEANS Can 27'
WHOLE
Betty Crocker
POTATO BUDS 161/2 oz Box 71'

Stokley

2585 So. Hollywood St.

Condiments, Sauces

Ken - L Ration

Treasury Price

Del Monte

Libby s

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4.r.cah
15 1/4
CORN BEEF HASH or. Can

100 Ft.

7 oz. Can

FINEST, FRESHEST FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES, TOO!

For Quick Meals
Peter Pan

16 oz. Can

:

Mexicorn

Canned Fruit
Treasury Price

Twin Pak

Canned Vegetables

Kellogg

3akisnoWDER
iA
alulfile

ccr.,

pechaess
••••••1
C morovfostwo,', tompermy prooraMad
.
.
alsw•Kal, Ad. tiay ist .

TOWEL
ex S
PAPER
csaixil scot
TOILET TISSUE

COCOA
BISQUICK
Vermont Maid
SYRUP

LIQUID CLEANER 40 oz. Btl. 89c
SPIC AND SPAN 1602. Box 30'
117
14 or. Can
E
PLEDG
Pin
32 or. Btl. 23'
AMMONIA
31'
10's
BRILL°
Box
49o2.
84'
CHEER
King Box
1"
TIDE
Btl.
oz.
22
55'
JOY LIQUID
BO
oz.
32
78'
IVORY, LIOUID
Persona Size
4 Pak
o
BARS
IVORY
Gal. 60'
H
BLEAC
Niagara
SPRAY STARCH 15 or. Can 46'
4,oz. Box 75'
DETERGENT
Pet Foods

WE SOUGHT THEM LOWER...

19c

79'
8 or. Box 35'
40 or. Box 65c
24 or. Bt1 74'
Can 35'
14 or.

41 z Lb. Bag

e KEa MIX
PANCA
Hershey's

Treasury Price

College Inn
rn
Treasury features U.S.D.A. Choice Midweste
Every
pork.
quality
flavorful
and
—
beef
.,urn-fed
with excess bone
cut is E.V.T. (Extra Value 7rirr)
save the di,
and fat removed before weighing, you

10 Lb. Bag 1 13

Phttobi
Aunt

Household Needs

WISE 1310S

CREAM OF MUSHROOM SOUP 16'
Campbell's
2 or. Can 13'
/
TOMATO SOUP 101

5CLabn.
42 or.

GRAPE JELLY

LOOKING FOR EXTRA SAVINGS?
WATCH FOR TREASURY'S
"WISE BUYS"

2 oz. Can
/
101

3802. Btl. 90c

Kiaft 8 oz. Bottic

Charm in

CHILI WITH BEANS isio=.can 37'
8 oz. Box
Kra"
MILD SPAGHETTI DINNER 211:

CRISCO OIL
Snowdrift
ENING
SHORT
Gold Medal
FLOUR
ury

Welch

33c •
JUMBO
43'
4 Roll
TOILET TISSUE
Reynolds
iilEytt' DUTY FOIL 75x18 142
SANDW
itlI ICH BAGS 150 Ct. 56'
jiva
32'
140 Ct.
NAPKINS

CHEF BOYAR DEE

Price

1501. Can

fRUIJ COCKTAIL 27'
Paper Products

Armour

BEEF STEW

• 701:
50 or. Can
22'

11 or. Can

•

Other

Treasury Price

Others

,DrOGT FOOD

6 Pak 15 oz. Cans

pO'e ioop
„rina

25 Lb. Bag

HOW
DOG
Chuck agon
DOG FOOD
KEN. -L TREATS
TOP CHOICE
MEAL
GAINES
Puss N' Boots
CAT
15„,,na FOOD
CATCatFOOD
1 tdy
CAT LITTER
GAINS BURGERS

25 Lb. Bag
10 Lb. Bag
24 oz. Box
4 Lb. 8 oz. Box

The
iNILG
from
perioc
asittou

the c
.stitnti
Ct
recto]

sage
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their
would
pay
would
for e,
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Others
Price
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to be
to "a
Wate!

961:
311
311
165

1

37'
166

76'
2oz. Can 16
/
61
2 oz. Can 17'
/
61
5 Lb! Bag 25'
5 Lb. Bag

72 or. Box

1,63

Baby Foods
Treasury Price
30 Ct. Box
13at"AmiERS
2 or. Jar
/
31
MEATS
r
eeitiliOR
i
,TeilytINED MEATS 31/2oz. Jar
8oz. Box
•
CEREALHeinz
MEATS JUNIOR 41/OZ. Jar
HIGH
Heinz
HIGH MEATS STRAINED 'h oz. jar

Others
Price

1"
23c
22'
19'
14'
14c

Add up Your Savings!
items you
Add up the amount you paid for the
Prices
check — and total Treasury's 'Total Savings
your savings —
on the same Items. The difference Is
on just these few items!
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